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2. To create awareness amongst organisations to provide bus

transport facility for their customers.

3. To create awareness amongst educational institutes to

promote safety features in a school bus along with lead

generation.

4. To find out the most potential route of operation of inter-city

buses and market share.

5. To understand the various aspects considered by a financial

institute while financing a bus.

1. To prepare a detailed database of existing customers as well

as prospects.

2. To develop tools of better communication skills.

3. To find out motivating factors enabling further sales.

4. To get a feedback from existing customers.

5. To understand the mindset of the consumer.

6. To provide with recommendations and suggestions.

The research was conducted at various educational institutes,

financial institutes and bus depots / travel houses who are target

customers for Tata buses at Seraikela and East singhbhum district

Jharkhand,

The data provided by customers is assumed to be true and

unbiased.

The questions selected for the questionnaire are adequate to

reflect the satisfaction and awareness levels.

The measurement of awareness and satisfaction level is the

ultimate index of the deciding whether the company uses

adequate marketing strategies.

Primary data was collected through personal survey method,

questions were developed aimed at target consumers, and

secondary was collected through reports, magazines, Internet etc.

The data collected for this research has provided the base for its

analysis and Interpretation. The data collected was used to draft

charts, illustrate through graphs and thus provide for its adequate

interpretation. In this research, Primary data as well as Secondary

data has been used.

Direct access to retailers

Telephonic conversations with the customers

E-mails received from customers consisting of answered

questionnaires.

Internet websites

Newspapers and magazine articles

Product brochure

Marketing text books

1. There was scope of biased response. Retailers could be

biased regarding opinions towards certain factors while

answering the questionnaire.

2. The research involved extensive reading of theoretical

concepts and the information was not easily available.

3. The sample size is limited due to the time and cost factor.

4. The outcome has been used to generalize the overall

perception of the product & services without peculiarities of

all the respondents.

5. The research was to be completed within a set deadline. It

suffered from time constraints.

6. Evidently, more time would have resulted in more

effectiveness of the research.

7. The study is limited to Jamshedpur city only.

8. Qualitative responses like the perception and preferences

have been classified, the exact measurement of such factor is

not possible and hence responses are subjective.

The Indian automotive industry has come a long way since the

country's independence, having transformed from being a

protected, locally-focused industry, to emerging as one of the

fastest growing automotive markets in the world. The

automobile industry in India is the seventh largest in the world.

Most of the leading players in the world have established a

presence in this important market. In fact, liberalisation policies

and concurrent induction of foreign competition has changed the

market dynamics in the auto industry over the last few decades.

The Indian automotive industry is going through a phase of rapid

transformation and growth, driven chiefly by growth in the

economy and infrastructure development. The industry is an

important driver of economic growth, owing to its deep forward

and backward linkages, which has a strong multiplier effect.

Automobile sales volumes have grown at a CAGR of 13.1%

during FY06-FY12. At the same time, the size of the auto

components industry has risen at a CAGR of 13% during FY08-

FY12. The automotive industry's contribution to the national

GDPhas risen to 6% presently from 2.77% in 1992-93.

The auto components industry's turnover has grown at a CAGR

of 14.6% during 2007-11, and the Automotive Component

Manufacturers Association of India (ACMA) estimates the

industry to grow at a CAGR of 11% during 2011-2021. Exports

have also been rising steadily, at a CAGR of 11% during 2007-

11. The ACMA estimates growth in exports to accelerate to

18.8% (CAGR) during 2011-21.

1.3.2 Secondary Objective

1.3.3 Geographical area of Study

1.3.4 MethodologicalAssumptions

1.4 METHODS OFDATACOLLECTION

1.4.1 Sources of Data Collection

1.4.2 Primary Sources of Data

1.4.3 Secondary Sources of Data

1.5 LIMITATIONS OFTHE STUDY

2. INDIANAUTOMOTIVE OVERVIEW·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

INTRODUCTION 1.1 TITLE OFTHE STUDY

1.2 SCOPE OFTHE STUDY

1.3 OBJECTIVE OFTHE STUDY

1.3.1 Primary Objective

A research design serves as a bridge between what has been

established (research objectives) and what is to be done while

conducting the study to realize those objectives. It anticipates

what a company wants in terms of results and the analytical work

on the gathered data that will convert into useful findings. This

research is a descriptive research and, by and large, a field and

desk research which involved the following procedures:

Scanning through standard marketing textbooks to

understand the theoretical background for this research.

Collection of company's specific literature.

Drafting a questionnaire that was distributed to the

customers to answer.

Analysis of the data collected and illustrating it through

graphs and thereby, interpreting the results.

Finally, forwarding certain recommendations and

conclusions to the company.

Market Research and Analysis of Customer Buying Patterns

of Commercial Vehicles by Tata Motors -ACase Study

This study aims at understanding the mindset of the consumer of

the buses. A varied consumer base of authorizes to businessman

were contacted and surveys were made. The study enables us to

also understand how a financial institutes works and the various

factors affecting the same. Tata Motors through this survey is

trying to look for ways in order to revive its Buses segment and

avoid from being forced to enter in to decline stage as they are in

the maturity stage of product life cycle i.e. least expenses and

maximum gains

1. To study the customer buying behaviour.

·

·

·

·

·

Market Research and Analysis of
Customer Buying Patterns of Commercial
Vehicles by Tata Motors - A Case Study

ABSTRACT

Marketing strategy is defined by David Aaker as a process that can allow an organization to concentrate its resources on the

optimal opportunities with the goals of increasing sales and achieving a sustainable competitive advantage. Marketing strategies

of TATAmotors is one of the most successful marketing strategies in automobile industry. By looking at the SWOT analysis of Tata

Motors, you will know why Tata Motors Company is able to produce large no. of vehicles of various kinds such as buses, trucks,

commercial vehicles etc. Important ingredients that makes any marketing strategy so successful are Product, Branding, and

Advertising every business started from grass root, from no one knows it until everyone know it. Advertising is one of the most

common ways to make car buyer or car enthusiast aware of the new car with special promotion price. Another more important way

of advertising is to create an image or brand image. In my study i am doing a customer need based analysis of commercial vehicles

such buses by various educational institutions in east singbhum and seraikela district of Jharkhand. In this phase we have done a

physical interaction with the end users. After collecting the primary data i had analyzed which factor affect the sales of the

commercial vehicles in the concerned regions. Effective customer needs analysis is dependent on two factors: (1) knowing what

customer inputs are needed to create improved and breakthrough products, and (2) knowing how to capture them. Much has been

written about customer needs analysis and the importance of understanding the customer. Companies spend considerable time

and money towards this end. Yet, companies rarely know all their customer's needs. This notion has led us to create a whole new

way to define, capture, and use customer needs to create breakthrough products and services.

Various methodologies were adopted to analyze the collected data. Industrial, Economical and organization's analysis was done

based on the data available from secondary sources. SAS enterprise guide 4.2 software is also used for analysis.

KEYWORDS- marketing strategy, market research, customer buying patterns, commercial vehicles

Dr. Suresh Chandra Bihari*
Subhendu Sekhar Rath**
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C0 - These are interested Customers.

C1 - These are those customers who have received Quotation/

Performa Invoice.

C2 - The customers who have made down payment fall into this

category.

C3 - Customers to whom Delivery of vehicle is made against DD/

Cheque/ RO.

The CustomerAcquisition process establishes how CVBU tracks

Customers (including customers such as new, potential, repeat,

competition, lost customers). This helps CVBU to track

performance against the sales target set on virtually on daily

basis, and helps Tata Motors to achieve those targets. Thus

CVBU uses information gathered in L&L approaches both for

Short term and Long term in order to retain customer focused in

their actions and to continuously satisfy the changing needs of the

customers.

India's two biggest truck and bus makers, and

Ashok Leyland Ltd, are employing a to

increase sales in a sluggish market while working towards

tackling competition from new entrants such as of

Germany and of China.

They are launching models that are more fuel-efficient with a

better power-to-weight ratio besides offering corporate discounts

and extended warranties to attract customers in an approach that

combines technology tweaks and monetary incentives.

Truck sales have been hit badly by the slowing economic growth,

which is forecast to slump to a decade's low of 5% in the current

fiscal year. Sales of medium- and heavy-duty trucks fell by a

fourth to 180,565 units in the 10 months to January from 237,824

units a year ago, according to the Society of Indian Automobile

Manufacturers (Siam).

Tata Motors, which sells one out of every two trucks bought in the

country, last month, started on

its entire range of heavy trucks of 25 tonnes and higher GVW, or

gross vehicle weight. For the past six months, it has been

transporting heavy-duty trucks and buses to their destinations on

specially designed trailers, without truckers having to drive them

for long distances.

Based on a close scrutiny of the resource based view of Tata

Motors and the challenges it faces, It has been analysed it in a

matrix arranged along three broad dimensions - Tangible,

Intangible and Capabilities

The strategies in this domain are primarily directed at

sustaining Tata Motors' first mover advantage with respect to its

offering in the Small Commercial Vehicle segment -ACE.

Tata Motors has an unparalleled

network of dealers and service stations across the country

for Medium and Heavy Commercial Vehicles (M and HCV).

The most of these service stations are along inter-city routes.

Tata Motors has positioned as a

multipurpose vehicle (MPV). Hence Tata Motors should

endeavour to move form a multi-purpose positioning to a

mass customization positioning for TATA 407 , TATA

Winger, wherein multiple variants are offered on this

platform, each uniquely suited for a specific application -

such as ambulances.

In intangible terms, Tata Motors used to bolster its brand loyalty,

by providing a unique customer experience.

In commercial vehicles

industry, the uniqueness of customer experience is largely driven

by the efficacy of the 'Support' framework. If your car breaks

down, you can take a taxi to office. But that's not so for a transport

3.3 Strategy adopted during economic slowdown

Tata Motors Ltd

multi-layered strategy

Daimler AG

Beiqi Foton Motor Co. Ltd

a four-year extended warranty

4. LITERATURE REV EW

National Footprint -

Product Portfolio-

Unique Customer Experience-

Source:

http://www.livemint.com/Industry/7oUDhZK5YTNaaYdn0dR9

CM/Truck-makers-employ-multilayered-strategy-to-increase-

sales.html

Courtsey-Globalisation of TATA motors-strategic plan for

future,an management reveiw by IIM banglore,2009-10

I

Tangible

Intangible

·

·

·

Demand for automobiles has risen at healthy rates across

segments during the last decade, which is reflected in the

segmental trend in sales. Domestic sales of commercial vehicles

(trucks & buses) have grown at a CAGR of 17.4% during FY03-

FY12. At the same time, sales of passenger vehicles (cars, vans

and multi-utility vehicles) grew at a rate of 15.7% during this

period. Sales of two-wheelers (motorcycles, scooters & mopeds)

recorded growth of 12.1%, while those of three-wheelers (goods

carriers & passenger carriers) rose by 9.2% during this 10-year

period.As seen from the graphs the demand for automobiles from

various segments has an upward surge which compels various

manufacturers to acquire various marketing tactics to combat the

competition.

Tata Motors earlier followed a typical manufacturing concern

mode with a departmental structure and thrust mainly on

production. The group changed its organisation structure to a

matrix and became more functional in orientation. The business

unit of the company is carried under two main heads-firstly

vehicle business unit and secondly non-vehicle business unit.

The vehicle business is divided into two parts passenger cars and

commercial vehicle.

Non Vehicle Business Unit comprises of sales of parts, recon

engines, and ancillary business.

The commercial vehicle consists of middle commercial vehicle

(MCV), Light commercial vehicle (LCV), Heavy commercial

vehicle (HCV) and customer care and services. Example of MCV

is TATA WINGER and LCV is TATA ACE. HCV includes all

buses and trucks.

International business was made a separate department. These

Lines of Business (LOB) were headed by a national head each

going downward till regional and unit levels. The regional level

formed the nodal agency. These LOBs were organized under

commercial vehicles and vehicle sales. There was yet another

parallel department under the commercial vehicles known as the

Customer Care and Service. This was structurally a replica of the

vehicle sales department. Each LOB parallel to vehicle sales

existed for the customer care department too with the same

regional and unit layer headed by a national head whereas the

sales and numbers were under the purview of the vehicle sales.

All the service-related problems of customers and dealers were

under the purview of customer care. There was also the ERC head

at the national level.

Tata motors follow a strategically based customer acquisition

sales process. During this acquisition process customer is looked

forward in following stages:

CustomerAcquisition Process/Sales Planning Process

There are 4 steps in which Tata Motors CVBU categorize their

customers in the short term

*Domestic sales

Source: SIAM, D&B Research
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Figure 1

3.3 Customer acquisition sales process

Figure 2
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C0 - These are interested Customers.

C1 - These are those customers who have received Quotation/

Performa Invoice.

C2 - The customers who have made down payment fall into this

category.

C3 - Customers to whom Delivery of vehicle is made against DD/

Cheque/ RO.

The CustomerAcquisition process establishes how CVBU tracks

Customers (including customers such as new, potential, repeat,

competition, lost customers). This helps CVBU to track

performance against the sales target set on virtually on daily

basis, and helps Tata Motors to achieve those targets. Thus

CVBU uses information gathered in L&L approaches both for

Short term and Long term in order to retain customer focused in

their actions and to continuously satisfy the changing needs of the

customers.

India's two biggest truck and bus makers, and

Ashok Leyland Ltd, are employing a to

increase sales in a sluggish market while working towards

tackling competition from new entrants such as of

Germany and of China.

They are launching models that are more fuel-efficient with a

better power-to-weight ratio besides offering corporate discounts

and extended warranties to attract customers in an approach that

combines technology tweaks and monetary incentives.

Truck sales have been hit badly by the slowing economic growth,

which is forecast to slump to a decade's low of 5% in the current

fiscal year. Sales of medium- and heavy-duty trucks fell by a

fourth to 180,565 units in the 10 months to January from 237,824

units a year ago, according to the Society of Indian Automobile

Manufacturers (Siam).

Tata Motors, which sells one out of every two trucks bought in the

country, last month, started on

its entire range of heavy trucks of 25 tonnes and higher GVW, or

gross vehicle weight. For the past six months, it has been

transporting heavy-duty trucks and buses to their destinations on

specially designed trailers, without truckers having to drive them

for long distances.

Based on a close scrutiny of the resource based view of Tata

Motors and the challenges it faces, It has been analysed it in a

matrix arranged along three broad dimensions - Tangible,

Intangible and Capabilities

The strategies in this domain are primarily directed at

sustaining Tata Motors' first mover advantage with respect to its

offering in the Small Commercial Vehicle segment -ACE.

Tata Motors has an unparalleled

network of dealers and service stations across the country

for Medium and Heavy Commercial Vehicles (M and HCV).

The most of these service stations are along inter-city routes.

Tata Motors has positioned as a

multipurpose vehicle (MPV). Hence Tata Motors should

endeavour to move form a multi-purpose positioning to a

mass customization positioning for TATA 407 , TATA

Winger, wherein multiple variants are offered on this

platform, each uniquely suited for a specific application -

such as ambulances.

In intangible terms, Tata Motors used to bolster its brand loyalty,

by providing a unique customer experience.

In commercial vehicles

industry, the uniqueness of customer experience is largely driven

by the efficacy of the 'Support' framework. If your car breaks

down, you can take a taxi to office. But that's not so for a transport

3.3 Strategy adopted during economic slowdown

Tata Motors Ltd

multi-layered strategy

Daimler AG

Beiqi Foton Motor Co. Ltd

a four-year extended warranty

4. LITERATURE REV EW

National Footprint -
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Source:
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which has a specified number of responses. Hence, the

interviewee has to choose from among the alternatives given.

Structured interviews are for the most part, orally administered

questionnaires. Such questions restrict the interviewee from

giving his own answers and require him to choose from among

the alternatives given. This saves a considerable amount of time

as the respondent is quick to choose from among the options

given to him. Thus, rather than going off the track, the

interviewer takes the interview in the required direction. The

structured questionnaire makes the interview somewhat 'funnel'

shaped, wherein the interviewer consciously guides the

interviewee through a sequential, pre-formulated set of tactful

questions to extract the 'factual' responses without any

influencing factors. This leads to the goal of the interview being

accomplished.

There are many methodological issues to consider when creating

a questionnaire, if you want to gather high-quality data in a

survey.Among these issues are:

While a respondent's words taken

during phone surveys or in-person interviews take more

importance given the conversational format, online surveys'

visual design elements have a bigger impact on how

questions are read and interpreted. When designing a

survey online, it is important to be aware of the question

types that are a good fit.

There are questions that put a heavier

burden on the respondent's working memory and

comprehension or are likely to elicit higher non-response if

asked in different data collection modes.

Formulating questions with the right

wording so it accurately reflects the issue of interest is one of

the hardest parts in writing questionnaires. Data errors can

sift through a survey if you use unfamiliar, complex, or

technically inaccurate words, ask more than one question at

a time, use incomplete sentences, use abstract or vague

concepts, make the questions too wordy, ask questions

without a clear task or ask questions that lead respondents to

a particular answer.

Questions should follow a logical flow.

Order inconsistencies can confuse respondents and bias the

results.

ended. Closed-ended questions provide answer choices,

while open-ended questions ask respondents to answer in

their own words. Each type of question serves different

research objectives and has its own limitations. The key

issues here are related to the level of detail and information

richness we need, our previous knowledge about the topic,

and whether to influence respondents' answers.

Some questions yield more accurate

information than others. Respondents can answer questions

about their gender and age pretty accurately, but when it

comes to attitudes and opinions in a particular issue, many

may not have a clear answer. Overall, attitudes and opinion

questions should be worded in a way that best reflects how

respondents think and talk about a particular issue.

: People tend to have less precise

memories of mundane behaviors they engage in on a regular

basis, and usually they do not categorize events by periods of

times (e.g. week, month, and year). We need to consider

appropriate reference periods for the type of behavior we

want to measure. Measured behavior should be relevant to

the respondent and capture his or her potential state of mind.

: Questions have different parts that must

work in harmony to capture high-quality data. These are the

question stem (e.g. what is your age?), additional

instructions (e.g. select one answer) and response options, if

any (e.g. Under 18, 19 to 24, 25 +). The wrong combination

can leave respondents baffled about how to answer a

question.

: Using design elements in an inconsistent way

can increase the burden put on the respondent in trying to

understand the meaning of what is asked. Different font

sizes, colors, and strengths across questions, forces the

respondent to relearn their meaning every time they are

used. Also presenting scales with different directions

(positive to negative or vice versa) in rating questions within

the same survey increases measurement error as respondents

often assume all rating questions have the same scale

direction even when the instructions explain the meaning of

the end points of the scale.

5. DATAANALYSIS

1. Govind Vidyalaya

2. DAV public school

3. Netaji Shubhas Institute of Management

4. M.G.M. Medical College

5. Mount Litera Zee School

6. RVS College of Engineering & Technology

7. D.B.M.S Kadma High School

8. B.ACollege Of Engineering & Technology

9. Jusco English Medium School

10. S D S M School For Excellence

11. Saraswati sishu Mandir

12. Xavier School

13. St. francis de sales school

14. Sheyn International School

15. National Institute of Technology

1. Data collection mode

Respondent effort:

3. Question wording

4. Question sequence

Question format

6. Information accuracy

Respondents having TATA buses (East singhbhum &

Seraikela)

:

2.

:

:

: Questions can be closed-ended or open-

:

:-

5.

7. Measured behaviors

8. Question structure

9. Visual layout

operator. For him, his vehicle is at the heart of his business and

hence responsive after-sales support is critical. Minimizing

downtime calls for a service network that is highly responsive

and easily accessible. Besides, Tata Motors also provide mobile

service unit that can respond to customer anywhere within a

given city.

There is a reputation that helps sustain

sales, without having to engage in discount sales.

There are two broad capabilities that Tata Motors has.

Technology Appropriation is

the key to Tata Motor's ambitions to offer products with

engines larger than 210 HP. As the share of ultra heavy

commercial vehicles grows, the company will need to face

up to technologically superior players like Volvo. So, Tata

carefully spearhead its ' ' program by carefully

coordinating technology appropriation from its numerous

international technology partners, notably Daewoo, Fiat and

Hispano.

Tata Motors has made significant

investments in IT systems to network its countrywide

service network. This helps them maintain very high spares

parts availability at their service stations and minimize

downtime.

The method of collecting information by asking a set of pre-

formulated questions in a predetermined sequence in a structured

questionnaire to a sample of individuals drawn so

as to be representative of a defined population is known as survey

research. A researcher conducting a survey has to deal with

sampling, questionnaire design, questionnaire administration

and data analysis. These questionnaires are administered to an

individual or a group of individuals through interviews. These

interviews can be either face-to face, over the phone or through

any other communication media which has to be decided in

advance.

In commercial vehicle, Currently TATA MOTORS share is 61%

in INDIA which is highest. Other competitors like Ashok

Leyland, Eicher, Volvo, AMW (Auto Motors Works) exist in

remaining part. But competitors are rising day by day. As

customer demand is also changing. To full-fill the gap between

customer demand and commercial vehicle supply, we are

adopting a Market research technique.

The team will gather the information and start

analysing.

Various

has

been observed. These details help in demand forecasting and

competitors behaviours in the market.

Figure 3

Questionnaire design is a vital issue in interviewing.

A properly designed questionnaire can tap the

necessary information from the respondent.

Therefore, researchers always design a tactful set of

questions to probe and prompt the interviewee to give

useful answers. Questionnaires fall under various

categories, such as structured, unstructured,

disguised and undisguised. But in this section, we

will limit our discussion to the study of structured and

disguised questions. A structured question is one

·

·

·

Brand Reputation-

Technology Appropriation-

Robust Supply Chain-

5. DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH DESIGN

Survey is a kind of

Market Research being adopted to know the consumer

behaviour. To conduct this survey a team has been

organised.

factors like price, service, brand, safety features,

mileage, quality, life of vehicle and passenger comfort

5.1 Questionnaire Design

Capabilities

World Truck
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questions to extract the 'factual' responses without any

influencing factors. This leads to the goal of the interview being
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There are many methodological issues to consider when creating

a questionnaire, if you want to gather high-quality data in a

survey.Among these issues are:

While a respondent's words taken

during phone surveys or in-person interviews take more

importance given the conversational format, online surveys'

visual design elements have a bigger impact on how

questions are read and interpreted. When designing a
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There are questions that put a heavier
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comprehension or are likely to elicit higher non-response if
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remaining part. But competitors are rising day by day. As

customer demand is also changing. To full-fill the gap between
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The team will gather the information and start
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competitors behaviours in the market.
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6.2 FACTORANALYSIS

Conditions for Doing FactorAnalysis

General Requirements:

ANALYSIS

1. Type of scale

2. Number of Items

3. Sample size

1. Random sampling

2. Linearity

3. Bivariate Normal Distribution

1. Variable Selection

2. Sample Homogeneity

: Observed variables should be measured in

either interval or ration scales, or at least at the ordinary

level.

: If the researcher has prior knowledge

about the underlying factor structure and want to test the

dimensionality, then at least five or more variables should be

included to represent each factor structure.

: The rule of thumb for sample size is to have at

least five times as many cases as variables entered into factor

analysis +10.

:

: Each participant will contribute one

response for each observed variable. These sets of scores

should represent a random sample drawn from the

population of interest.

: The relationship between all observed variables

should be linear.

: Each pair of observed

variables should display a bivariate normal distribution

(e.g., they should form an elliptical scatter gram when

plotted).

:

: Factor analysis is based on the basic

assumption that there exists an underlying structure for the

selected set of variables. The presence of high correlation

and subsequent interpretation of do not guarantee relevance,

even if it meets statistical assumptions. Therefore, it is the

responsibility of the researcher to select the set of variables

or items that are conceptually valid and appropriate to

represent the underlying dimension.

: Another important conceptual

assumption with regard to the factor analysis is that the

selected sample should be homogeneous with respect to the

underlying factor structure. It is inappropriate to do factor

analysis for a set of items once the researcher knows a-priori

that the sample of male and female is different because of

gender. The ignorance of this heterogeneity, and subsequent

mixing of two groups (males and females would results in

getting a correlation matrix and factor structure, that will be

a poor representation of the unique structure of each group.

StatisticalAssumptions

ConceptualAssumptions

5.1 VARIOUS RESPONSES:-

Responses
Responses

in %
Responses

Responses

in %
Responses

Responses

in %
Responses

Responses

in %
Responses

Responses

in %

Price 9 60.00 3 20.00 2 13.33 1 6.67 0 0.00 1.67

Service 6 40.00 3 20.00 0 0.00 1 6.67 5 33.33 2.73

Brand 14 93.33 1 6.67 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1.07

Safety

Features
7 46.67 6 40.00 2 13.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 1.67

Annual

Maintenance

Cost

9 60.00 3 20.00 2 13.33 1 6.67 0 0.00 1.67

Milage 4 26.67 8 53.33 3 20.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1.93

Quality 6 40.00 7 46.67 2 13.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 1.73

Life of Bus 3 20.00 12 80.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1.80

Passenger

Comfort
6 40.00 7 46.67 2 13.33 0 0.00 0 0.00 1.73

Weighted

Mean

The total number of users = 15

Strongly Agree

(1)
Factors

Agree

(2)

Neutral

(3)

Disagree

(4)

Strongly

Disagree

(5)

PIE CHART OF VARIOUS RESPONSES

PRICE                                                             SERVICE BRAND ANNUAL MAINTENANCE  COST

MILAGE                                            QUALITY LIFE OF BUS             PASSENGER COMFORT

TABLE 5.3: SAS OUTPUT (Kaiser Meyer Olkin Measure of sampling adequacy)

6.1.1 Interpretation of KMO data-

6.1.2 Factor Loadings and Computation of Eigen values:-

The Kaiser-Meyer Olkin

Test (KMO) is a measure of sampling adequacy. The (KMO)

measure should be greater than 0.50 and is inadequate if less than

0.50. It should be noted that the value of KMO statistics is greater

than 0.5 i.e. 0.57027990, indicating that factor analysis could be

used for the given set of data. Therefore we can go for extracting

factors using these items.

In the below component matrix, the elements of the matrix are

called factor loadings. The correlation coefficient between first

variable, namely mileage and factor 1 is 0.69837. Similarly, the

correlation coefficient between factor2 and variable 3 namely

service is 0.15952.

The factor loadings could be used to compute Eigen values for

each factor. Here we have three factors and nine variables.

For example Eigen value for factor is computed as:

Eigen value of factor 1 = (0.69837) + (0.68929) + (-0.72527) +

(-0.75044) + (-0.77658)

+ (-0.07614) + (0.40845) + (0.39511) + (0.52966)

= 3.2643765

Eigen value of factor 2 = (0.51282) + (0.39843) + (0.15952) + (-

0.00631) +

(-0.23211) + (0.77417) + (-0.66161) + (-0.77499) + (-0.12588)

= 2.1546180

2 2 2

2 2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2

2

2 2 2 2 2

TABLE 1.3: SAS OUTPUT (Component Matrix)

TABLE 1.4: SAS OUTPUT (Eigen Values)
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6.2 FACTORANALYSIS

Conditions for Doing FactorAnalysis

General Requirements:

ANALYSIS

1. Type of scale

2. Number of Items

3. Sample size

1. Random sampling
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3. Bivariate Normal Distribution

1. Variable Selection

2. Sample Homogeneity
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:
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:
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StatisticalAssumptions

ConceptualAssumptions

5.1 VARIOUS RESPONSES:-

Responses
Responses

in %
Responses

Responses

in %
Responses

Responses

in %
Responses

Responses

in %
Responses

Responses

in %
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Weighted

Mean

The total number of users = 15

Strongly Agree

(1)
Factors

Agree

(2)

Neutral

(3)

Disagree

(4)

Strongly

Disagree

(5)

PIE CHART OF VARIOUS RESPONSES

PRICE                                                             SERVICE BRAND ANNUAL MAINTENANCE  COST

MILAGE                                            QUALITY LIFE OF BUS             PASSENGER COMFORT

TABLE 5.3: SAS OUTPUT (Kaiser Meyer Olkin Measure of sampling adequacy)

6.1.1 Interpretation of KMO data-

6.1.2 Factor Loadings and Computation of Eigen values:-
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= 3.2643765

Eigen value of factor 2 = (0.51282) + (0.39843) + (0.15952) + (-

0.00631) +

(-0.23211) + (0.77417) + (-0.66161) + (-0.77499) + (-0.12588)

= 2.1546180

2 2 2

2 2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2

2

2 2 2 2 2

TABLE 1.3: SAS OUTPUT (Component Matrix)

TABLE 1.4: SAS OUTPUT (Eigen Values)
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gathered. The database prepared will be used for future

promotional campaigns by the organization.

Strategy formation was a key

output of the internship. Tough on a very small level i.e.,

restricted to the district east singhbhum and seraikela and

surrounding areas. Such strategies have been appreciated

and have been found insightful.

Aditya Humad, 2005, a business organisation, Tata Motors

Market Buster, Retrieved: March 3, 2014 from

<http://www.marketbusting.com/casestudies/archives/Tata

%20Motors.pdf>

FOR THE FUTURE,

Retrieved: March 4, 2014 from<

http://tejas.iimb.ac.in/articles/31.php>

DataMonitor Industry Report, "Medium and Heavy Trucks

in India", Reference Code: 0102-0352, Last accessed on:

16th March, 2014.

DataMonitor Industry Report, "Light Trucks in India",

Reference Code: 0102-0348, Last accessed on: 16th March,

2014.

Report of the Working Group on Automotive Sector for the

12th Five Year Plan (2012-2017), Ministry of Heavy

Industries and Public Enterprises

Annual report of Tata Motors, 2013-14, Last accessed on:

3 April, 2014.

Annual report of Tata Motors, 2012-13, Last accessed on:

3oth March, 2014.

Malhotra, N.K., 2004. Market Research: an applied

orientation, 4 edition, Prentice Hall International, London.

Rose G, Marfurt H: Travel behaviour change impacts of a

major ride to work day event. Trans Res A 2007,

41:351364.

Fritzsche D. 1995, Personal Values: Potential Keys to

Ethical Decision Making,

14(11), 909923

Akaand I., D. Lund 1994, The Influence of Personal and

Organizational Values on Marketing Professionals, Journal

of Business Ethics

Harris L., A. Crane 2002, The Greening of Organizational

Culture: Management Views on the Depth, Degree and

Diffusion of Change, Journal of Organizational Change

Management 15(3), 234245

Hemingway C., P. Maclagan 2004, Managers´ Personal

Values as Drivers of Corporate Social Responsibility,

Journal of Business Ethics 50(1), 3353

59. Hemingway C. 2005, Personal Values as a Catalyst for

Corporate Social Entrepreneurship, Journal of Business

Ethics 60(3), 233249

4. Development of strategies:

8. REFERENCES & SOURCES

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

Murali Patibandla, 2009, GLOBALIZATION OF TATA

MOTORS: STRATEGIC PLAN

Journal of Business Ethics

rd

th

Total variance accounted by extracted factors -

6.1.3 Communality:-
Result and Interpretation from communality:-

7. CONCLUSION

The following has been the contribution made to the

organization.

1. Lead Generation:

2. Promotional Campaigns:

3. Data Base:

There are three factors whose Eigen value is greater than 1. The

percentage of variance explained by each factor can be computed

using the Eigen values. The variance explained by each factors

can be computed as:

In Table 1.5 presents the communality of each item or measure to

the common factor (i.e., the proportion of variance in each

variable accounted for by the common factors). It indicates how

much of each variable is accounted for by the underlying known

taken together. In other words, it is a measure of the percentage of

variables' variation that is explained by factors.

A relatively high communality shows not much of the variables

are left over after whenever the factors represent is taken into

consideration. The communality for each factor is calculated

below.

Communality for Mileage = (0.69837) + (0.51282) + (-

0.28715) (see table 1.3)

= 0.83316923

Communality for Price = (0.68929) + (0.39843) + (0.20241)

(see table 1.3)

= 0.67483342

Communality for Service = (-0.72527) + (0.15952) + (-

0.41297) (see table 1.3)

= 0.72200094

Communality for AMC = (-0.75044) + (-0.00631) + (0.43694)

(see table 1.3)

= 0.75412368

Communality for Quality = (-0.77658) + (-0.23211) +

(0.27787) (see table 1.3)

= 0.73415911

Communality for Life of Bus = (-0.07614) + (0.77417) +

(0.34089) (see table 1.3)

= 0.72134698

Communality for Brand = (0.40845) + (-0.66161) + (-0.21465)

(see table 1.3)

= 0.65063453

Communality for Passenger Comfort = (0.39511) + (-0.77499)

+ (0.15656) (see table 1.3)

= 0.78122901

Communality for Safety Features = (0.52966) + (-0.12588) +

(0.67396) (see table 1.3)

= 0.75060201

The communality for the first factor i.e. mileage is 0.83316923

which means 83.31 percentage of variance or information

content for the first variable namely mileage is explained by three

factors. Similarly, communality for the other factors can be

concluded.

My internship training at Tata Motors helped me a lot in getting

the corporate exposure and learning various practical aspects of

the academics, which I have learnt. The values focused by Tata

Motors are truly practiced inside the company. I got the

opportunity to learn a lot of corporate behaviour such as

teamwork, patience, leadership, respect for work, discipline,

punctuality, honesty, urge for excellence and above all hard work

with sincerity. There is lot of new things, which I came to know in

the company. Today the company is the undisputed market leader

in the commercial vehicles industry in India and is gradually

emerging as one of the key players internationally too. It has been

forging ahead on a number of fronts in an attempt to further

entrench its position as a market leader. In the M and HCV

segment, the company has been taking determined steps to

further consolidate its position. The company enjoys a number of

key strengths that enable it to present a unique value proposition

to its customers.

Even though the objective was to make

surveys, lead generation was an activity that was conducted

along with it. It has been quite a successful internship

program because of the fact that few prospects were

identified and informed about the same to the organization.

The sales team will now be taking up the matter in their

hands in order to convert them to clients.

A survey without promotion is

impossible. It was made sure that while the survey was

conducted, the customer was also briefed about the products

of the organization as well as it culture..

To conduct a survey and to prepare a database

sound very similar but they can be identified as two separate

operations. A survey gives only the analysis and output

while a database is a detailed compilation of all the data

PERCENTAGE OFVARIANCE EXPLAINED BYFACTOR 1 =

(SUM OFTOTALEIGEN VALUES)

= 49.295%

PERCENTAGE OFVARIANCE EXPLAINED BYFACTOR 2 = 32.537 %

PERCENTAGE OFVARIANCE EXPLAINED BYFACTOR 3 = 18.168%

(EIGEN VALUE OFFACTOR 1 * 100)

2 2

2

2 2 2

2 2

2

2 2 2

2 2

2

2 2

2

2 2 2

2 2

2

2 2

2

TABLE 1.5: SAS OUTPUT (Communality)
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1. Lead Generation:

2. Promotional Campaigns:
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There are three factors whose Eigen value is greater than 1. The

percentage of variance explained by each factor can be computed

using the Eigen values. The variance explained by each factors

can be computed as:

In Table 1.5 presents the communality of each item or measure to

the common factor (i.e., the proportion of variance in each

variable accounted for by the common factors). It indicates how

much of each variable is accounted for by the underlying known

taken together. In other words, it is a measure of the percentage of

variables' variation that is explained by factors.
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are left over after whenever the factors represent is taken into
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which means 83.31 percentage of variance or information

content for the first variable namely mileage is explained by three

factors. Similarly, communality for the other factors can be

concluded.
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segment, the company has been taking determined steps to

further consolidate its position. The company enjoys a number of

key strengths that enable it to present a unique value proposition

to its customers.

Even though the objective was to make

surveys, lead generation was an activity that was conducted

along with it. It has been quite a successful internship

program because of the fact that few prospects were

identified and informed about the same to the organization.

The sales team will now be taking up the matter in their

hands in order to convert them to clients.

A survey without promotion is

impossible. It was made sure that while the survey was

conducted, the customer was also briefed about the products
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sound very similar but they can be identified as two separate

operations. A survey gives only the analysis and output
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Introduction:

Problem Statement:

Objectives of the Study:

Scope of the Study:

Emotions have both psychological as well as physiological

dimensions. They refer to responses within the distinctive

thoughts. There are hundreds of emotions. Man has to  survive

managing these emotions, and he has to manage them in the

most organized manner and behavior. Some of the common

emotions man hasare

1. Anger: This results into irritability, exasperations,

annoyance, animosity and vexation.

2. Love: It results in to acceptance, friendliness, kindness,

trust and affinity

3. Depression: Grief, aloofness, sorrow, dejection and despair

4. Happiness: Is enjoyment, cheerfulness, joy, contentment,

bliss, delight, satisfaction, pleasure and euphoria.

5. Surprise: Is shock, astonishment, amazement and wonder

6. Embarrassment is shame, guilt, remorse, humiliation,

regret and mortification.

It is often observed in our life that the smartest man is not

wealthiest, there are some people immediately liked  at the first

instance, while others are rejected,  some people are

sympathetic and caring while others are not , some people with

good academic qualifications lack skill and not happy with life.

Why does this happen? Why is this kind of difference seen

amongst people?

The following paper is an attempt to seek answers for the

above questions.  It is necessary to know and understand why

human being react in a way they usually react and what needs

to be there in a person or what qualities needs to be existing in

a person in order to have control over emotions and be

emotionally intelligent.

Following objectives have been highlighted for the purpose of

research

1. To study the level of awareness about the concept of

Emotional Intelligence(EI) amongst teachers, students and

non-teaching staff in an educational institute.

2. To analyze the existing level of Emotional Quotient(EQ)

amongst  human elements of an academic set up.

The study is to identifiy the level of emotional intelligence at

educational institute specifically the emotional intelligence of

An  Empirical Study of  Emotional Intelligence at
an Educational Institute.

ABSTRACT:

Human body is a combination of various parts which is ruled by emotions. We as humans, show many emotions at all times, they

might be good and bad. These emotions are responses to the world or surroundings around us. They are normally created by the

combinations of various thoughts, feelings, actions, behavior and pattern. There are hundreds of such actions and emotions that

blend us in varying situations, like for example when we are angry or when this emotion spurs up, our hands get hot, blood flows in

very fast, actions are very fast, voice get raised and everything seems to be annoying. When we are happy we find the whole world is

very happy, we feel the world around us is very positive and healthy. In-fact these emotions actually complete a personality.

Emotions are involved in everything we do, every actions, decisions and judgments. Emotionally intelligent people recognize this

and use their thinking or mind to manage these emotions rather than being managed by them.

Apersons would be called as emotionally intelligent only when he has a perfect control over his emotions and actions in a right way

like once said by Aristotle-' Any one can be angry-that is easy, but to be angry with the right person, to the right degree, at the right

time, for the right purpose and in the right way- is not easy hence emotional intelligence is one's very own. They are the emotions

of an individual to be used in the most intelligent way. The paper highlights the need for emotional intelligence and the level of

emotional intelligence needed by people associated or working in the educational institutions.

Key words: Emotional Intelligence, Emotional Quotient, Intelligent Quotient.
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teachers, students and non-teaching staff and the tool used for

measuring the emotional intelligence is Self- Regard, Regard

for others, Self-Awareness and Awareness for others.

Primary Data was collected by administering a

questionnaire amongst 55 sample respondents i.e.  40

students, 10 teachers and 5 non-teaching staff in an

academic institute.

Method of Convenience sampling was adopted by the

researchers to choose 55 sample respondents.

Emotional Intelligence exists amongst all professions and all

individuals. The basic observation of the study reveals that

different professions have different level of Emotional

Intelligence.

It is observed that Professions like Salesman's and Social

Workers have or should possess highest emotional

quotient(EQ), Teachers should possess emotional

quotientwhich is less than Salesman's and Social Workers and

more thanlegal professionals and entrepreneurs. Engineering

and Accounting professionals have least emotional quotient.

The analysis of emotional intelligence amongst individuals is

based on four parameters Self -Regard, Regards for Others,

Self-Awareness, Awareness for Others .Hence this

parameterswere tested.

Is Regard for oneself.  It is the first parameter

for emotional intelligence. It  isto know whether an individual

has self- regard for himself.

It is observed that Self- Regard amongst teachers is more as

compared to Non-Teaching Staff and Students. Teachers have

80% of Self Regard, Non-Teaching Staff has 75% of Self

Regard whereas Students have 65% of Self Regard.

Is regard one has for others. In order to

find out emotional intelligence amongst individual it is

necessary not only to have regard for oneself but also regard

for others.

It is observed that Students have the least regard for others,

Teachers and Non-Teaching Staff have almost the same level

of Regard for Others.

In order to understand the level of emotional

intelligence, individuals need to have Awareness about

themselves. The study reveals that teachers have the highest

Self Awareness, and then comes Non-Teaching Staff and then

Students.

Methodology of the Study:

Basic Observation of the Study:

They are as follows:

Graph 1: Scores of Emotional Quotient of Different

Professions

Analysis of the Study :

Self -Regard:

Graph 2: Self Regard

Regard for Others:

Graph 3:  Regard for Others

Self -Awareness:

Graph 4:Self Awareness

}

}

Source: Neilson Kite and Frances Lay, Kogan Page,

Understanding Emotional Intelligence-Strategies for boosting

your EQ and using it in the workplace.

Source: Primary Data

Source: Primary Data

Source: Primary Data
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combinations of various thoughts, feelings, actions, behavior and pattern. There are hundreds of such actions and emotions that

blend us in varying situations, like for example when we are angry or when this emotion spurs up, our hands get hot, blood flows in

very fast, actions are very fast, voice get raised and everything seems to be annoying. When we are happy we find the whole world is

very happy, we feel the world around us is very positive and healthy. In-fact these emotions actually complete a personality.

Emotions are involved in everything we do, every actions, decisions and judgments. Emotionally intelligent people recognize this

and use their thinking or mind to manage these emotions rather than being managed by them.

Apersons would be called as emotionally intelligent only when he has a perfect control over his emotions and actions in a right way

like once said by Aristotle-' Any one can be angry-that is easy, but to be angry with the right person, to the right degree, at the right

time, for the right purpose and in the right way- is not easy hence emotional intelligence is one's very own. They are the emotions

of an individual to be used in the most intelligent way. The paper highlights the need for emotional intelligence and the level of

emotional intelligence needed by people associated or working in the educational institutions.
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teachers, students and non-teaching staff and the tool used for

measuring the emotional intelligence is Self- Regard, Regard

for others, Self-Awareness and Awareness for others.

Primary Data was collected by administering a

questionnaire amongst 55 sample respondents i.e.  40

students, 10 teachers and 5 non-teaching staff in an

academic institute.

Method of Convenience sampling was adopted by the

researchers to choose 55 sample respondents.

Emotional Intelligence exists amongst all professions and all

individuals. The basic observation of the study reveals that

different professions have different level of Emotional

Intelligence.

It is observed that Professions like Salesman's and Social

Workers have or should possess highest emotional

quotient(EQ), Teachers should possess emotional

quotientwhich is less than Salesman's and Social Workers and

more thanlegal professionals and entrepreneurs. Engineering

and Accounting professionals have least emotional quotient.

The analysis of emotional intelligence amongst individuals is

based on four parameters Self -Regard, Regards for Others,

Self-Awareness, Awareness for Others .Hence this

parameterswere tested.

Is Regard for oneself.  It is the first parameter

for emotional intelligence. It  isto know whether an individual

has self- regard for himself.

It is observed that Self- Regard amongst teachers is more as

compared to Non-Teaching Staff and Students. Teachers have

80% of Self Regard, Non-Teaching Staff has 75% of Self

Regard whereas Students have 65% of Self Regard.

Is regard one has for others. In order to

find out emotional intelligence amongst individual it is

necessary not only to have regard for oneself but also regard

for others.

It is observed that Students have the least regard for others,

Teachers and Non-Teaching Staff have almost the same level

of Regard for Others.

In order to understand the level of emotional

intelligence, individuals need to have Awareness about

themselves. The study reveals that teachers have the highest

Self Awareness, and then comes Non-Teaching Staff and then

Students.

Methodology of the Study:

Basic Observation of the Study:

They are as follows:

Graph 1: Scores of Emotional Quotient of Different

Professions

Analysis of the Study :

Self -Regard:

Graph 2: Self Regard

Regard for Others:

Graph 3:  Regard for Others

Self -Awareness:

Graph 4:Self Awareness

}

}

Source: Neilson Kite and Frances Lay, Kogan Page,

Understanding Emotional Intelligence-Strategies for boosting

your EQ and using it in the workplace.

Source: Primary Data

Source: Primary Data

Source: Primary Data
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INTRODUCTION:

Marketing is a very important firm activity and brings a new

dimension to creating competitive advantage on the market.

Marketing is referred to as one of the functional areas of a

business, distinct from finance and operations. Marketing can

also be thought as one of the activities that, along with product

design, manufacturing, and transportation logistics, constitute a

firm's chain value. Decisions at the every stage, from idea

conception to after-sale support, should be assessed in terms of

their ability to create value to customer. Historically, marketing

was considered just another link in the chain. Today, however,

many organizations are emphasizing the effective coordination

of marketing with other functional areas. Competitive pressures

have prompted many firms to involve markets in design

manufacturing, and other value-related decision from the start

Entrepreneurial spirit creates employment. Private business

sector is the biggest employer in the economy. Millions of jobs

are provided by factories, service industry, agricultural

enterprises, and numerous other businesses

The entrepreneurial revolution has

taken hold across the globe and has undeniably impacted the

world of business. discussed

why the entrepreneur wants to start an enterprise. There were four

reasons. First, they would like to take a chance in the market.

Second, they believe their managerial skills are more efficient

than those of other people. Third, they believe that their specialty

could be developed into an enterprise. Fourth, they have already

developed a product or service and they believe that can find a

niche in the market. Entrepreneurship might be regarded as a

strategic orientation which is related to

the interpretation of strategy as perspective

Entrepreneurship process includes innovation in creating new

products/services, processes, market and strategy

So accordingly, this process is considered as a way to

create sustainable advantage in market which allows identifying

new needs and demand of costumer and meet their satisfaction

On the other hand, marketing is an

organizational function and a set of process for create,

communicate and deliver value to customer and manage

relationship with them in order to achieve profitability and value

for organization and its stakeholders . Marketing

can be considered on several distinct organisational levels:

cultural, strategic and tactical First, at the

cultural and strategic level, marketing has been proposed as

'business philosophy' that guides strategic decision making. The

marketing concept of customer orientation represents a way of

doing business, with the needs of the customer held as central

tenant of an enterprise that ought to be considered at every level.

The process of entrepreneurship can also be considered as an

over- arching imperative that is central to the philosophy that

guides all the activities of an enterprise In this

sense, 'entrepreneurial marketing' does differ from the classic

marketing concept in that entrepreneurs tend to understand

customer needs by intuition, and then trial and error if they get it

wrong. Marketing text books promote the cause of formalised

methods, including marketing information systems and research,

as a more rigorous way of staying in touch with the market

. ( provided a definition of
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Awareness for Others: The observations reveal that Non-

Teaching staff have highest awareness for others while

Teachers and Students have almost the same level of awareness

for others.

The finding of the Study is as follows:

1. Only 38% of the sample population was aware of

Emotional Intelligence as a concept.

2. It reveals that members of academic setup have 72.8%

Emotional Quotient.

3. In order to bridge this gap of 27%, EI is needed to be

developed.

Insights gained from the Study is that, first it is necessary to

introduce the concept of emotional intelligence, as the concept of

emotional intelligence is new and many are not aware of the

same, then the second step is to measure the awareness about the

concept then create concept awareness which will finally help to

develop emotional intelligence amongst individuals

Suggestions: Emotional intelligence is not only a needed factor

but absolutely essential for individuals. It helps individuals to

have better life and a satisfied life. Here is little suggestion to

develop better emotional intelligence amongst individuals

working in an educational setup.

Thus emotions are involved in everything we do,

every action, every decision and every judgments. Emotionally

intelligent people recognize this and use their thinking to manage

their emotions rather than being managed by emotion itself. A

person would be called as emotional intelligent, only when he has

a perfect control over his emotions and actions in a right way.

1. Daniel Goleman, Bantam Books, Emotional Intelligence.

2. Neilson Kite and Frances Lay, Kogan Page, Understanding

Emotional Intelligence-Strategies for boosting your EQ and

using it in the workplace.

3. Reldon. S. Nadler, Psy.D, Tata McGraw Hill, Leading with

emotional intelligence.

4. Steven. J. Stein,Ph.D, Wiley India,Make your WorkPlace

Great-The 7 Keys to an Emotionally Intelligent

Organisation.

5. Adele B. Lynn,Anne Books India, Activities for Developing

Emotional Intelligence

1. Gupta, Sachin,Research Paper on emotional Intelligence

and Work Life Balance of Employees in the Information

Technology Industry.

2. Madhia Sahdat, Syed Imran sajjad, muhanmad Umar Farooq

and Kashif or Rehman, IDOSI Publication 20111, World
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Organisational Productivity-AConceptual Study.
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International conference 2012, The Role and Importance of

emotional Intelligence in Knowledge Management.

Graph 5: Awareness for others

Findings:

Fig 1:Steps in creating awareness about emotional

intelligence

Conclusion:
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Over the years entrepreneurial development is considered as the priority area in the development policy in many countries,

especially in India. Small scale Entrepreneurs are engaged in varied form of enterprises ranging from paper to electronics,

engineering to electrical, textile to metal and pipe industry, construction to food processing, education to handicrafts. Small

enterprises play a vital role in economic development as they can provide the economy with efficiency, innovation, competition and

employment. Entrepreneurs are responsible for triumph of their businesses and have to face up with variety of challenges in doing
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dimension to creating competitive advantage on the market.

Marketing is referred to as one of the functional areas of a

business, distinct from finance and operations. Marketing can

also be thought as one of the activities that, along with product

design, manufacturing, and transportation logistics, constitute a

firm's chain value. Decisions at the every stage, from idea

conception to after-sale support, should be assessed in terms of

their ability to create value to customer. Historically, marketing

was considered just another link in the chain. Today, however,

many organizations are emphasizing the effective coordination

of marketing with other functional areas. Competitive pressures

have prompted many firms to involve markets in design
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sector is the biggest employer in the economy. Millions of jobs

are provided by factories, service industry, agricultural

enterprises, and numerous other businesses

The entrepreneurial revolution has

taken hold across the globe and has undeniably impacted the
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why the entrepreneur wants to start an enterprise. There were four

reasons. First, they would like to take a chance in the market.
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The secondary data was collected from published and

unpublished records and reports of the central Government and

Government of Uttarakhand. For this purpose, personal visits

were made to several organizations of which the following are

important:

Uttarakhand Small Industries and Export Corporation,

Uttarakhand State Industrial Development Corporation, Labor

Commission Uttarakhand, Economics and Statistical

Organization Uttarakhand, Director of Industries Uttarakhand,

Uttarakhand Small Industries and Export Corporate,

Uttarakhand Small Industries Corporation and Economics and

Statistical Organization Uttarakhand.

The units have been selected by using the stratified

random Sampling technique. The sample of study is 100 small

scale units in Uttarakhand.

The purpose is to highlight the similarities and

dissimilarities in the use of Marketing Practices and to identify

the pattern of variation there in.

The data has been analyzed keeping the objective of the

study in view. The analysis is finally based on data on several

aspects in tabulated form, besides making use of simple

descriptive tools of statistics, possible relationship have been

brought out through cross sectional analysis where ever

necessary feasible. These relationships have been highlighted by

computing the Chi-square & correlation.

Marketing practices serve as the fundamental underpinning of

marketing plans designed to fill market needs and reach

marketing objectives. Plans and objectives are generally tested

for measurable results. Commonly, marketing practices are use to

develop as multi-year plans, with a tactical plan detailing specific

actions to be accomplished in the year. Time horizons covered by

the marketing plan vary by company, by industry, and by nation,

however, time horizons are becoming shorter as the speed of

change in the environment increases. Marketing strategies are

dynamic and interactive. They are partially planned and partially

unplanned. Marketing practices are demanding greater attention

not only from industrialists especially of the small scale sector

but also from our planners and economists. The strength of the

small scale industry sector lies in its improved ability to compete

with quality products in the world market which in turn depends

on the health of the industry in India. Marketing practices is often

mentioned as leading constraint on the development of the small

industries. Marketing of the small industry products are very

important. This is the only way to create a brand image in the

competitive market. There are various approaches to do

marketing of this industries product. Foremost, there is need of

an entrepreneur to take initiative in this industry. The

imperfections of the market and the advantages that large firms

enjoy due to their wider marketing network and relatively greater

brand loyalty put the small scale industries under a severe loss.

, relate entrepreneurial and innovative

marketing to entrepreneurs, innovators and corporatism as a

process rather than function as well as encompassing the

orientation of entrepreneurial and innovative activities

Entrepreneurial

marketing entrepreneurs tend to be innovation-oriented (that is

driven by ideas and intuition) rather than customer-oriented

(driven by assessments of market needs) and tend to use informal

networking rather than formalized research and intelligence

systems A contemporary definition that meets

the present scope is that of in which

entrepreneurial marketing is defined as: “the proactive

identification and exploitation of opportunities for acquiring and

retaining profitable customers through innovative approaches to

risk management, resource leveraging and value creation.”

Sample Frame

Tool ofAnalysis

ANALYSIS& INTERPRETATION:

(

Miles & Darroch, 2000  )

(Morris

et al., 2002  ;Collinson & Shaw, 2001  ).

(Morrish,2011  ).

(Morris et al. ,2002  )

2  3

2  4 2  5

2  6

2  7

Entrepreneurial Marketing as, "an integrative construct for

conceptualising marketing in an era of change, complexity,

chaos, contradiction, and diminishing resources, and one that

will manifest itself differently as companies age and grow. It

fuses key aspects of recent developments in marketing thought

and practice with those in the entrepreneurship area into one

comprehensive construct". The historical development of

entrepreneurial and innovative marketing has evolved over three

decades One aspect of the interface

between marketing and entrepreneurship involves studying ways

in which marketing concepts and principles can be made more

relevant in entrepreneurial contexts. The ideas presented here

follow this theme of 'putting entrepreneurship into marketing'

key aspects of marketing are examined in the

context of entrepreneurial ventures to see how accepted

marketing theory fits with successful entrepreneurial practice.

An implication from this for entrepreneurial market and

innovative market is social networking and relationships with

customers and other stakeholders as the foundation. It is often the

capability that allows entrepreneurial market and innovative

market firms to gain advantage

Entrepreneurship refers to the pursuit of creative or novel

solutions to challenges confronting the firm, including the

development or enhancement of products and services, as well as

new administrative techniques and technologies for performing

organizational functions

defined the entrepreneurship as “the process of creating

value by bringing together a unique package of resources to

exploit an opportunity”. ,

they examined that recognizing market

opportunities and then developing responsive marketing

strategies and tactics are critical for any enterprise.

Entrepreneurs, in particular, continually search for and seek to

develop opportunities in the marketplace. They presented a

framework for opportunity recognition and marketing strategy

development, designed to integrate marketing theory and

practice they identified and

examined the main elements of entrepreneurial marketing mix in

entrepreneurial enterprises. They aim to identify how enterprises

use their previous knowledge and experience to extract elements

of marketing mix, which are adjusted in entrepreneurial

marketing. One common aspect between entrepreneurship and

marketing is the study of methods through which marketing

concepts and principles could be applied in the field of

entrepreneurship. This issue has been repeatedly acknowledged

that the marketing techniques used by entrepreneurs are

somehow different from the concepts presented in the literature

and traditional marketing contracts. he

considers how marketing can be made more appropriate in

entrepreneurial contexts by proposing a conceptual model of the

processes of marketing as undertaken by entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurship can be divided into two broad categories (i)

personality studies of individuals that seek to identify common

psychological and social traits amongst entrepreneurs compared

to non-entrepreneurs; and (ii) behavioural investigations into

what entrepreneurs do and the processes used to carry out

activities. Owner-managers themselves usually spend a

considerable part of their working day in contact with customers.

This allows them to interact with their customer base in a way

which large firms, even with the latest technological advances,

struggle to match. have

focussed on the entrepreneurial marketing, innovative

marketing. The purpose of this study is to investigate the

concepts of entrepreneurial and innovative marketing. The

relatively recent developments of entrepreneurial and innovative

marketing theory has generated a substantial body of literature

surrounding the interface between marketing, entrepreneurship

and innovation, albeit fragmented and no integrated analysis or

comprehensive theory in existence.

they focused on entrepreneurial marketing, proactiveness,

Opportunity focus, value creation, entropy, and higher education.

They said proactiveness, Opportunity Focus, Calculated Risk

Taking, Innovativeness is the dimensions of entrepreneurial

marketing.( ) This study

identifies major dimensions of entrepreneurial marketing

concept in boutique and hotels and determine to what extent

current marketing approaches in boutique hotels seems to be

consistent with the entrepreneurial marketing approaches. The

major motivation of this research is stemmed from the fact that

the empirical examination of the notion of entrepreneurial

marketing from the viewpoint of boutique hotels has received

scant attention in the relevant literature.

1. To identify the relationship between nature of business & the

marketing practices adopted by SSI.

2. To study the impact of form of organisation on marketing

practices of SSI.

3. To study the impact of business location on SSI performance.

There is no significant relationship between nature of

business and marketing practices adopted by SSI.

There is no impact of form of organisation on marketing

practices of SSI.

There is no impact of business location on SSI performance.

The study is based on both the primary and secondary data. The

primary data was collected on the basis of questionnaires

administered to various Small Scale Industries in the state of

Uttarakhand. Two schedules were prepared and pre-tested before

administering these on the small scale units. The information was

sought from the entrepreneur of Small Scale Industry regarding

their background, marketing practices and opinions on

Marketing infrastructure, institutions and problems etc.

(Collinson & Shaw, 2001  ).

(Day, 1998  ):

(Hills et al., 2008  ).

(Knight, 1997  ). (Stevenson et al.

1989  )

(Swenson,J. Rhoads,K.,

Whitlark,2012 )

.(Kolabi, Hosseini, Mehrabi, 2011  )

(Stokes David,2000  ),

(Maritz, Waal, Verhoeven,2011 )

(Rezvani, khazaei,2013  )

Kurgun, Bagiran, Ozeren, 2011

The broad objectives of study are as follows:
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systems A contemporary definition that meets

the present scope is that of in which

entrepreneurial marketing is defined as: “the proactive

identification and exploitation of opportunities for acquiring and

retaining profitable customers through innovative approaches to

risk management, resource leveraging and value creation.”

Sample Frame

Tool ofAnalysis

ANALYSIS& INTERPRETATION:

(

Miles & Darroch, 2000  )

(Morris

et al., 2002  ;Collinson & Shaw, 2001  ).

(Morrish,2011  ).

(Morris et al. ,2002  )

2  3

2  4 2  5

2  6

2  7

Entrepreneurial Marketing as, "an integrative construct for

conceptualising marketing in an era of change, complexity,

chaos, contradiction, and diminishing resources, and one that

will manifest itself differently as companies age and grow. It

fuses key aspects of recent developments in marketing thought

and practice with those in the entrepreneurship area into one

comprehensive construct". The historical development of

entrepreneurial and innovative marketing has evolved over three

decades One aspect of the interface

between marketing and entrepreneurship involves studying ways

in which marketing concepts and principles can be made more

relevant in entrepreneurial contexts. The ideas presented here

follow this theme of 'putting entrepreneurship into marketing'

key aspects of marketing are examined in the

context of entrepreneurial ventures to see how accepted

marketing theory fits with successful entrepreneurial practice.

An implication from this for entrepreneurial market and

innovative market is social networking and relationships with

customers and other stakeholders as the foundation. It is often the

capability that allows entrepreneurial market and innovative

market firms to gain advantage

Entrepreneurship refers to the pursuit of creative or novel

solutions to challenges confronting the firm, including the

development or enhancement of products and services, as well as

new administrative techniques and technologies for performing

organizational functions

defined the entrepreneurship as “the process of creating

value by bringing together a unique package of resources to

exploit an opportunity”. ,

they examined that recognizing market

opportunities and then developing responsive marketing

strategies and tactics are critical for any enterprise.

Entrepreneurs, in particular, continually search for and seek to

develop opportunities in the marketplace. They presented a

framework for opportunity recognition and marketing strategy

development, designed to integrate marketing theory and

practice they identified and

examined the main elements of entrepreneurial marketing mix in

entrepreneurial enterprises. They aim to identify how enterprises

use their previous knowledge and experience to extract elements

of marketing mix, which are adjusted in entrepreneurial

marketing. One common aspect between entrepreneurship and

marketing is the study of methods through which marketing

concepts and principles could be applied in the field of

entrepreneurship. This issue has been repeatedly acknowledged

that the marketing techniques used by entrepreneurs are

somehow different from the concepts presented in the literature

and traditional marketing contracts. he

considers how marketing can be made more appropriate in

entrepreneurial contexts by proposing a conceptual model of the

processes of marketing as undertaken by entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurship can be divided into two broad categories (i)

personality studies of individuals that seek to identify common

psychological and social traits amongst entrepreneurs compared

to non-entrepreneurs; and (ii) behavioural investigations into

what entrepreneurs do and the processes used to carry out

activities. Owner-managers themselves usually spend a

considerable part of their working day in contact with customers.

This allows them to interact with their customer base in a way

which large firms, even with the latest technological advances,

struggle to match. have

focussed on the entrepreneurial marketing, innovative

marketing. The purpose of this study is to investigate the

concepts of entrepreneurial and innovative marketing. The

relatively recent developments of entrepreneurial and innovative

marketing theory has generated a substantial body of literature

surrounding the interface between marketing, entrepreneurship

and innovation, albeit fragmented and no integrated analysis or

comprehensive theory in existence.

they focused on entrepreneurial marketing, proactiveness,

Opportunity focus, value creation, entropy, and higher education.

They said proactiveness, Opportunity Focus, Calculated Risk

Taking, Innovativeness is the dimensions of entrepreneurial

marketing.( ) This study

identifies major dimensions of entrepreneurial marketing

concept in boutique and hotels and determine to what extent

current marketing approaches in boutique hotels seems to be

consistent with the entrepreneurial marketing approaches. The

major motivation of this research is stemmed from the fact that

the empirical examination of the notion of entrepreneurial

marketing from the viewpoint of boutique hotels has received

scant attention in the relevant literature.

1. To identify the relationship between nature of business & the

marketing practices adopted by SSI.

2. To study the impact of form of organisation on marketing

practices of SSI.

3. To study the impact of business location on SSI performance.

There is no significant relationship between nature of

business and marketing practices adopted by SSI.

There is no impact of form of organisation on marketing

practices of SSI.

There is no impact of business location on SSI performance.

The study is based on both the primary and secondary data. The

primary data was collected on the basis of questionnaires

administered to various Small Scale Industries in the state of

Uttarakhand. Two schedules were prepared and pre-tested before

administering these on the small scale units. The information was

sought from the entrepreneur of Small Scale Industry regarding

their background, marketing practices and opinions on

Marketing infrastructure, institutions and problems etc.

(Collinson & Shaw, 2001  ).

(Day, 1998  ):

(Hills et al., 2008  ).

(Knight, 1997  ). (Stevenson et al.

1989  )

(Swenson,J. Rhoads,K.,

Whitlark,2012 )

.(Kolabi, Hosseini, Mehrabi, 2011  )

(Stokes David,2000  ),

(Maritz, Waal, Verhoeven,2011 )

(Rezvani, khazaei,2013  )

Kurgun, Bagiran, Ozeren, 2011

The broad objectives of study are as follows:

1  2

1  3

1  4

1  5
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Out of 100 respondents, 19(19.0%) are strongly agree that they

have problems in marketing of products, among them 12(32.4%)

are from inside town, 7(11.1%) are from industrial estate. Out of

100 respondents, 27(27.0%) respondents are agree that they have

problems in marketing of products among them 11(29.7%) are

from inside town, 16(25.4%) are from industrial estate. Out of

100 respondents, 19(19.0%) are neither agree or disagree that

they have problems in marketing of products, among them

0(0.0%) are from inside town, 7(11.1%) are from industrial

estate. Out of 100 respondents, 24(24.0%) disagree that they

have problems in marketing of products, among them 8(21.6%)

are from inside town, 16(25.4%) are from industrial estate. Out

of 100 respondents, 23(23.0%) are strongly disagree that they

have problems in marketing of products, among them 6(16.2%)

are from inside town, 17(27.0%) are from industrial estate. The

calculated value of chi square is 11.164 and tabulated value of

chi-square for degree of freedom 4 at 5% level of significance is

9.48. Since calculated value of chi-square is more than tabulated

value therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It means the

variable “Location of unit” & the variable “Problems in

Efficiency of Marketing Strategies Used by Small Scale Industries
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Out of 100 respondents, 19(19.0%) are strongly agree that they

have problems in marketing of products, among them 12(32.4%)

are from inside town, 7(11.1%) are from industrial estate. Out of

100 respondents, 27(27.0%) respondents are agree that they have

problems in marketing of products among them 11(29.7%) are

from inside town, 16(25.4%) are from industrial estate. Out of

100 respondents, 19(19.0%) are neither agree or disagree that

they have problems in marketing of products, among them

0(0.0%) are from inside town, 7(11.1%) are from industrial

estate. Out of 100 respondents, 24(24.0%) disagree that they

have problems in marketing of products, among them 8(21.6%)

are from inside town, 16(25.4%) are from industrial estate. Out

of 100 respondents, 23(23.0%) are strongly disagree that they

have problems in marketing of products, among them 6(16.2%)

are from inside town, 17(27.0%) are from industrial estate. The

calculated value of chi square is 11.164 and tabulated value of

chi-square for degree of freedom 4 at 5% level of significance is

9.48. Since calculated value of chi-square is more than tabulated

value therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It means the

variable “Location of unit” & the variable “Problems in
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sales promotion technique, among them 42(73.7%) are from sole

proprietorship, 31(88.6%) are from partnership based

organization, 2(100.0%) are from private limited, 0(0.0%) are

from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-operative society.

The calculated value of chi square is 22.157 and tabulated value

of chi-square for degree of freedom 4 at 5% level of significance

is 9.48. Since calculated value of chi-square is more than

tabulated value therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It means

the variable “Form of organization” & the variable “Do you

adopt sales promotion technique” is dependent. The value of

correlation is -.052. There is a negative co-relation between the

variable “form of organization” & the variable “Do you adopt

sales promotion technique”

Out of 100 respondents 19(19.0%) are strongly agree with the

statement that they have problem in marketing of products,

among them 10(32.3%) are from service industry, 5(8.6%) are

from manufacturing industry, 4(66.7%) are from food industry

and 0(0.0%) are from other industries. Out of 100 respondents

27(27.0%) are agree with the statement, among them 9(29.0%)

are from service industry, 16(27.6%) are from manufacturing

industry, 2(33.3%) are from food industry, and 0(0.0%) are from

other industries. Out of 100 respondents 7(7.0%) are neither

agree or disagree with the statement, among them 0(0.0%) are

from service industry, 5(8.6%) are from manufacturing industry,

0(0.0%) are from food industry, and 2(40.0%) are from the other

industries. Out 100 respondents 24(24.0%) respondents are

disagree with the statement that they have problem in marketing

of products, among them 6(19.4%) are from service industry,

15(25.9%) are from manufacturing industry,0(0.0%) are from

food industry and 3(60.0%) are from other industries. Out of 100

respondents 23(23.0%) are strongly disagree with the statement

that they have a problem in marketing of products, among them

6(19.4%) are from service industry, 17(29.3%) from

manufacturing industry, 0(0.0%) are from food industry and

0(0.0%) are from other industries. The calculated value of chi

square is 34.578 and tabulated value of chi-square for degree of

freedom 12 at 5% level of significance is 21.02. Since calculated

value of chi-square is more than tabulated value therefore the null

hypothesis is rejected. It means the variable “nature of business

industry” & the variable “Channel of distribution” is dependent

The value of correlation is .085. There is a positive co-relation

between the variable “nature of business industry” & the variable

“problems in marketing of products”

Out of 100 respondents, 35(35.0%) are whole sellers, out of them

0(0.0%) are from service industry, 30(51.7%) are from

manufacturing industry,2(33.3%) are from food industry and

3(60.0%) are from other industries. Out of 100 respondents,

14(14.0%) are retailers, among them 6(19.4.3%) from service

industry, 4(6.9%) are from manufacturing industry,2(33.3%) are

from food industry and 2(40.0%) are from other industries. Out

of 100 respondents, 12(12.0%) are other producers, among them

0(0.0%) are. from service industry, 12(20.7%) are from

manufacturing industry ,0(0.0%) are from food industry and

0(0.0%) are from other industries Out of 100 respondents

12(12.0%) are parent units among them 0(0.0%) are. from

service industry, 12(20.7%) are from manufacturing industry

,0(0.0%) are from food industry and 0(0.0%) are from other

industries. Out of 100 respondents, 27(27.0%) are direct

customers among them 25(80.6%) are from service industry,

0(0.0%) are from manufacturing industry, 2(33.3%) are from

food industry and 0(0.0%) are from other industries. The

calculated value of chi square is 90.644 and tabulated value of

chi-square for degree of freedom 12 at 5% level of significance is

21.02. Since calculated value of chi-square is more than

tabulated value therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It means

the variable “Nature of business industry” & the variable

“Channel of distribution” is dependent The value of correlation

is -.607. There is a negative co-relation between the variable

“nature of business industry” & the variable “Channel of

distribution”

Out of 100 respondents, 25(25.0%) are agree with the statement

that they adopt sales promotion technique, among them

8(25.8%) are from service industry, 14(24.1%) are from

manufacturing industry, 0(0.0%) are from food industry and

3(60.0%) are from other industries. Out of 100 respondents

75(75.0%) are not agree with the statement that they adopt sales

promotion technique among them 23(74.2%) are from service

industry, 44(75.9%) are from manufacturing industry, 6(100.0%)

are from food industry and 2(40.0%) are from other industries.

The calculated value of chi square is 5.300 and tabulated value of

chi-square for degree of freedom 3 at 5% level of significance is

7.81. Since calculated value of chi-square is less than tabulated

value therefore the null hypothesis is accepted. It means the

variable “Nature of business industry” & the variable “Do you

adopt sales promotion technique” is dependent. The value of

correlation is -.006. There is a negative co-relation between the

variable “nature of business industry” & the variable “Do you

adopt sales promotion technique”

Marketing is a dynamic process as it is highly situational. It is

concerned with the activities involved in the flow of goods and

services from producer to consumer. As the dimension of

marketing activities has undergone a radical change with the

change in environmental conditions of business, the concept of

marketing practices too has undergone a metamorphosis.

Efficiency and productivity of marketing are directly linked with

the growth and development of the economy as a whole.

Marketing, when effectively performed, contributes to the higher

living standards, greater national prosperity and industrial

expansion. Marketing is an essential input for the success of

small scale industries which produce wide range products. Small

industries have to move from traditional marketing to modern

marketing practices. Some of the factors which contribute to the

marketing problems of the small scale industry in recent days

have been identified. Like Increasing competition from within

the small scale sector as well as from large industries with

established brand names and marketing setup; Consumer

awareness, even in rural and semi urban areas, for quality goods,

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION:

marketing of products” is dependent the value of correlation is

.241. There is a positive co-relation between the variable

“location of unit” & the variable “Problems in marketing of

products”.

Out of 100 respondents, 35(35.0%) are whole sellers, among

them 4(10.8%) are from inside town, 31(49.2%) are from

industrial estate. Out of 100 respondents, 14(14.0%) are retailers,

among them 6(16.2%) are from inside town, 8(12.7%) are from

industrial estate Out of 100 respondents, 12(12.0%) are other

producers, among them 0(0.0%) are from inside town,

12(19.0%) are from industrial estate. Out of 100 respondents

12(12.0%) are parent units, among them 0(0.0%) are from inside

town, 12(19.0%) are from industrial estate. Out of 100

respondents, 27(27.0%) are direct customers among them

27(73.0%) are from inside town, 0(0.0%) are from industrial

estate. The calculated value of chi square is 70.093 and tabulated

value of chi-square for degree of freedom 4 at 5% level of

significance is 9.48 Since calculated value of chi-square is more

than tabulated value therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It

means the variable “Location of unit” & the variable “channel of

distribution” is dependent The value of correlation is -.600. There

is a negative co-relation between the variable “location of unit” &

the variable “channel of distribution”

Out of 100 students, 25(25.0%) are agree they adopt sales

promotion techniques, among them, 8(21.6%) are from inside

town, 17(27.0%) are from industrial estate. Out of 100 students,

75(75.0%) are disagree they adopt sales promotion techniques,

among them, 29(78.4%) are from inside town, 46(73.0%) are

from industrial estate. The calculated value of chi square is .358

and tabulated value of chi-square for degree of freedom 1 at 5%

level of significance is 3.84 Since calculated value of chi-square

is less than tabulated value therefore the null hypothesis is

accepted. It means the variable “Location of unit” & the variable

“Do you adopt sales promotion technique” is independent. The

value of correlation is -.060. There is a negative co-relation

between the variable “location of unit” & the variable “Do you

adopt sales promotion technique”

Out of 100 respondents, 19(19.0%) are strongly agree that they

face problem in marketing of products, among them 15(26.3%)

are from sole proprietorship, 4(11.4%) are from partnership

based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited, 0(0.0%)

are from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-operative

society. Out of 100 respondents, 27(27.0%) are agree that they

face problem in marketing of products, among them 14(24.6%)

are from sole proprietorship, 8(22.9%) are from partnership

based organization, 2(100.0%) are from private limited,

3(100.0%) are from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-

operative society. . Out of 100 respondents, 7(7.0%) are neither

agree or disagree that they face problem in marketing of products,

among them 4(7.0%) are from sole proprietorship, 3(8.6%) are

from partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private

limited, 0(0.0%) are from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from

co-operative society. Out of 100 respondents, 24(24.0%) are

disagree that they face problem in marketing of products, among

them 13(22.8%) are from sole proprietorship, 8(22.9%) are from

partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited,

0(0.0%) are from public limited and 3(100.0%) are from co-

operative society. Out of 100 respondents, 23(23.0%) are

strongly disagree that they face problem in marketing of

products, among them 11(19.3%) are from sole proprietorship,

12(34.3%) are from partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are

from private limited, 0(0.0%) are from public limited and

0(0.0%) are from co-operative society. The calculated value of

chi square is 28.482 and tabulated value of chi-square for degree

of freedom 16 at 5% level of significance is 26.29. Since

calculated value of chi-square is more than tabulated value

therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It means the variable

“Form of organization” & the variable “Problems in marketing of

products” is dependent. The value of correlation is .143. There is

a positive co-relation between the variable “form of

organization” & the variable “Problems in marketing of

products”

Out of 100 respondents, 35(35.0%) are whole sellers, among

them 17(29.8%) are from sole proprietorship, 12(34.3%) are

from partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private

limited, 3(100.0%) are from public limited and 3(100.0%) are

from co-operative society. Out of 100 respondents, 14(14.0%)

are retailers, among them 8(14.0%) are from sole proprietorship,

4(11.4%) are from partnership based organization, 2(100.0%) are

from private limited, 0(0.0%) are from public limited and

0(0.0%) are from co-operative society.. Out of 100 respondents,

12(12.0%) are other producers, among them 9(15.8%) are from

sole proprietorship, 3(8.6%) are from partnership based

organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited, 0(0.0%) are from

public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-operative society. Out of

100 respondents 12(12.0%) are parent units among them among

them 7(12.3%) are from sole proprietorship, 5(14.3%) are from

partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited,

0(0.0%) are from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-

operative society.. Out of 100 respondents, 27(27.0%) are direct

customers among them 16(28.1%) are from sole proprietorship,

11(31.4%) are from partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are

from private limited, 0(0.0%) are from public limited and

0(0.0%) are from co-operative society. The calculated value of

chi square is 25.495 and tabulated value of chi-square for degree

of freedom 16 at 5% level of significance is 26.29. Since

calculated value of chi-square is less than tabulated value

therefore the null hypothesis is accepted. It means the variable

“Form of organization” & the variable “Channel of distribution”

is independent. The value of correlation is -.152. There is a

negative co-relation between the variable “form of organization”

& the variable “Channel of distribution”

Out of 100 respondents, 25(25.0%) are agree that they adopt sales

promotion technique, among them 15(26.3%) are from sole

proprietorship, 4(11.4%) are from partnership based

organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited, 3(100.0%) are

from public limited and 3(100.0%) are from co-operative society.

Out of 100 respondents, 75(75.0%) are not agree that they adopt

Efficiency of Marketing Strategies Used by Small Scale Industries
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sales promotion technique, among them 42(73.7%) are from sole

proprietorship, 31(88.6%) are from partnership based

organization, 2(100.0%) are from private limited, 0(0.0%) are

from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-operative society.

The calculated value of chi square is 22.157 and tabulated value

of chi-square for degree of freedom 4 at 5% level of significance

is 9.48. Since calculated value of chi-square is more than

tabulated value therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It means

the variable “Form of organization” & the variable “Do you

adopt sales promotion technique” is dependent. The value of

correlation is -.052. There is a negative co-relation between the

variable “form of organization” & the variable “Do you adopt

sales promotion technique”

Out of 100 respondents 19(19.0%) are strongly agree with the

statement that they have problem in marketing of products,

among them 10(32.3%) are from service industry, 5(8.6%) are

from manufacturing industry, 4(66.7%) are from food industry

and 0(0.0%) are from other industries. Out of 100 respondents

27(27.0%) are agree with the statement, among them 9(29.0%)

are from service industry, 16(27.6%) are from manufacturing

industry, 2(33.3%) are from food industry, and 0(0.0%) are from

other industries. Out of 100 respondents 7(7.0%) are neither

agree or disagree with the statement, among them 0(0.0%) are

from service industry, 5(8.6%) are from manufacturing industry,

0(0.0%) are from food industry, and 2(40.0%) are from the other

industries. Out 100 respondents 24(24.0%) respondents are

disagree with the statement that they have problem in marketing

of products, among them 6(19.4%) are from service industry,

15(25.9%) are from manufacturing industry,0(0.0%) are from

food industry and 3(60.0%) are from other industries. Out of 100

respondents 23(23.0%) are strongly disagree with the statement

that they have a problem in marketing of products, among them

6(19.4%) are from service industry, 17(29.3%) from

manufacturing industry, 0(0.0%) are from food industry and

0(0.0%) are from other industries. The calculated value of chi

square is 34.578 and tabulated value of chi-square for degree of

freedom 12 at 5% level of significance is 21.02. Since calculated

value of chi-square is more than tabulated value therefore the null

hypothesis is rejected. It means the variable “nature of business

industry” & the variable “Channel of distribution” is dependent

The value of correlation is .085. There is a positive co-relation

between the variable “nature of business industry” & the variable

“problems in marketing of products”

Out of 100 respondents, 35(35.0%) are whole sellers, out of them

0(0.0%) are from service industry, 30(51.7%) are from

manufacturing industry,2(33.3%) are from food industry and

3(60.0%) are from other industries. Out of 100 respondents,

14(14.0%) are retailers, among them 6(19.4.3%) from service

industry, 4(6.9%) are from manufacturing industry,2(33.3%) are

from food industry and 2(40.0%) are from other industries. Out

of 100 respondents, 12(12.0%) are other producers, among them

0(0.0%) are. from service industry, 12(20.7%) are from

manufacturing industry ,0(0.0%) are from food industry and

0(0.0%) are from other industries Out of 100 respondents

12(12.0%) are parent units among them 0(0.0%) are. from

service industry, 12(20.7%) are from manufacturing industry

,0(0.0%) are from food industry and 0(0.0%) are from other

industries. Out of 100 respondents, 27(27.0%) are direct

customers among them 25(80.6%) are from service industry,

0(0.0%) are from manufacturing industry, 2(33.3%) are from

food industry and 0(0.0%) are from other industries. The

calculated value of chi square is 90.644 and tabulated value of

chi-square for degree of freedom 12 at 5% level of significance is

21.02. Since calculated value of chi-square is more than

tabulated value therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It means

the variable “Nature of business industry” & the variable

“Channel of distribution” is dependent The value of correlation

is -.607. There is a negative co-relation between the variable

“nature of business industry” & the variable “Channel of

distribution”

Out of 100 respondents, 25(25.0%) are agree with the statement

that they adopt sales promotion technique, among them

8(25.8%) are from service industry, 14(24.1%) are from

manufacturing industry, 0(0.0%) are from food industry and

3(60.0%) are from other industries. Out of 100 respondents

75(75.0%) are not agree with the statement that they adopt sales

promotion technique among them 23(74.2%) are from service

industry, 44(75.9%) are from manufacturing industry, 6(100.0%)

are from food industry and 2(40.0%) are from other industries.

The calculated value of chi square is 5.300 and tabulated value of

chi-square for degree of freedom 3 at 5% level of significance is

7.81. Since calculated value of chi-square is less than tabulated

value therefore the null hypothesis is accepted. It means the

variable “Nature of business industry” & the variable “Do you

adopt sales promotion technique” is dependent. The value of

correlation is -.006. There is a negative co-relation between the

variable “nature of business industry” & the variable “Do you

adopt sales promotion technique”

Marketing is a dynamic process as it is highly situational. It is

concerned with the activities involved in the flow of goods and

services from producer to consumer. As the dimension of

marketing activities has undergone a radical change with the

change in environmental conditions of business, the concept of

marketing practices too has undergone a metamorphosis.

Efficiency and productivity of marketing are directly linked with

the growth and development of the economy as a whole.

Marketing, when effectively performed, contributes to the higher

living standards, greater national prosperity and industrial

expansion. Marketing is an essential input for the success of

small scale industries which produce wide range products. Small

industries have to move from traditional marketing to modern

marketing practices. Some of the factors which contribute to the

marketing problems of the small scale industry in recent days

have been identified. Like Increasing competition from within

the small scale sector as well as from large industries with

established brand names and marketing setup; Consumer

awareness, even in rural and semi urban areas, for quality goods,

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION:

marketing of products” is dependent the value of correlation is

.241. There is a positive co-relation between the variable

“location of unit” & the variable “Problems in marketing of

products”.

Out of 100 respondents, 35(35.0%) are whole sellers, among

them 4(10.8%) are from inside town, 31(49.2%) are from

industrial estate. Out of 100 respondents, 14(14.0%) are retailers,

among them 6(16.2%) are from inside town, 8(12.7%) are from

industrial estate Out of 100 respondents, 12(12.0%) are other

producers, among them 0(0.0%) are from inside town,

12(19.0%) are from industrial estate. Out of 100 respondents

12(12.0%) are parent units, among them 0(0.0%) are from inside

town, 12(19.0%) are from industrial estate. Out of 100

respondents, 27(27.0%) are direct customers among them

27(73.0%) are from inside town, 0(0.0%) are from industrial

estate. The calculated value of chi square is 70.093 and tabulated

value of chi-square for degree of freedom 4 at 5% level of

significance is 9.48 Since calculated value of chi-square is more

than tabulated value therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It

means the variable “Location of unit” & the variable “channel of

distribution” is dependent The value of correlation is -.600. There

is a negative co-relation between the variable “location of unit” &

the variable “channel of distribution”

Out of 100 students, 25(25.0%) are agree they adopt sales

promotion techniques, among them, 8(21.6%) are from inside

town, 17(27.0%) are from industrial estate. Out of 100 students,

75(75.0%) are disagree they adopt sales promotion techniques,

among them, 29(78.4%) are from inside town, 46(73.0%) are

from industrial estate. The calculated value of chi square is .358

and tabulated value of chi-square for degree of freedom 1 at 5%

level of significance is 3.84 Since calculated value of chi-square

is less than tabulated value therefore the null hypothesis is

accepted. It means the variable “Location of unit” & the variable

“Do you adopt sales promotion technique” is independent. The

value of correlation is -.060. There is a negative co-relation

between the variable “location of unit” & the variable “Do you

adopt sales promotion technique”

Out of 100 respondents, 19(19.0%) are strongly agree that they

face problem in marketing of products, among them 15(26.3%)

are from sole proprietorship, 4(11.4%) are from partnership

based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited, 0(0.0%)

are from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-operative

society. Out of 100 respondents, 27(27.0%) are agree that they

face problem in marketing of products, among them 14(24.6%)

are from sole proprietorship, 8(22.9%) are from partnership

based organization, 2(100.0%) are from private limited,

3(100.0%) are from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-

operative society. . Out of 100 respondents, 7(7.0%) are neither

agree or disagree that they face problem in marketing of products,

among them 4(7.0%) are from sole proprietorship, 3(8.6%) are

from partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private

limited, 0(0.0%) are from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from

co-operative society. Out of 100 respondents, 24(24.0%) are

disagree that they face problem in marketing of products, among

them 13(22.8%) are from sole proprietorship, 8(22.9%) are from

partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited,

0(0.0%) are from public limited and 3(100.0%) are from co-

operative society. Out of 100 respondents, 23(23.0%) are

strongly disagree that they face problem in marketing of

products, among them 11(19.3%) are from sole proprietorship,

12(34.3%) are from partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are

from private limited, 0(0.0%) are from public limited and

0(0.0%) are from co-operative society. The calculated value of

chi square is 28.482 and tabulated value of chi-square for degree

of freedom 16 at 5% level of significance is 26.29. Since

calculated value of chi-square is more than tabulated value

therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. It means the variable

“Form of organization” & the variable “Problems in marketing of

products” is dependent. The value of correlation is .143. There is

a positive co-relation between the variable “form of

organization” & the variable “Problems in marketing of

products”

Out of 100 respondents, 35(35.0%) are whole sellers, among

them 17(29.8%) are from sole proprietorship, 12(34.3%) are

from partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private

limited, 3(100.0%) are from public limited and 3(100.0%) are

from co-operative society. Out of 100 respondents, 14(14.0%)

are retailers, among them 8(14.0%) are from sole proprietorship,

4(11.4%) are from partnership based organization, 2(100.0%) are

from private limited, 0(0.0%) are from public limited and

0(0.0%) are from co-operative society.. Out of 100 respondents,

12(12.0%) are other producers, among them 9(15.8%) are from

sole proprietorship, 3(8.6%) are from partnership based

organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited, 0(0.0%) are from

public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-operative society. Out of

100 respondents 12(12.0%) are parent units among them among

them 7(12.3%) are from sole proprietorship, 5(14.3%) are from

partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited,

0(0.0%) are from public limited and 0(0.0%) are from co-

operative society.. Out of 100 respondents, 27(27.0%) are direct

customers among them 16(28.1%) are from sole proprietorship,

11(31.4%) are from partnership based organization, 0(0.0%) are

from private limited, 0(0.0%) are from public limited and

0(0.0%) are from co-operative society. The calculated value of

chi square is 25.495 and tabulated value of chi-square for degree

of freedom 16 at 5% level of significance is 26.29. Since

calculated value of chi-square is less than tabulated value

therefore the null hypothesis is accepted. It means the variable

“Form of organization” & the variable “Channel of distribution”

is independent. The value of correlation is -.152. There is a

negative co-relation between the variable “form of organization”

& the variable “Channel of distribution”

Out of 100 respondents, 25(25.0%) are agree that they adopt sales

promotion technique, among them 15(26.3%) are from sole

proprietorship, 4(11.4%) are from partnership based

organization, 0(0.0%) are from private limited, 3(100.0%) are

from public limited and 3(100.0%) are from co-operative society.

Out of 100 respondents, 75(75.0%) are not agree that they adopt

Efficiency of Marketing Strategies Used by Small Scale Industries
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the SSI's needs to be very careful about promotional decision

because of highly competitive environment. Product should be

offered at highly competitive promotional technique after doing
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the recession and they feel the trust in the trusting management.

These effects could be seen in terms of

recruitment, training and development process and

compensation strategy and exit strategy to be developed during

recession period. These effects are discussed below separately:

It is experienced that the

recruitment process is the foremost process to be affected by

recession. As the top management wants to keep the cash-flow

under control, the recruitment freeze is the first logical decision.

In a period of crisis, new employee recruitment must be stopped.

When the sales go down, recruitment freeze is usually the first top

management decision, Any recruitment after the recruitment

freeze is more selective based on organizational priorities

without any additional people on payroll. The top management

decides new strategy and the hiring is allowed just for missing

skills and competencies to tide over the situation.

The training and

development of employees appeared to be the second HR process

adversely affected by recession. The management has to find out

the ways to keep the knowledge updated in the organization in

spite of decision of cuts in the investments for developing

employees. The company can survive without training and

development for a limited period of time. The cost savings could

be huge without much feeling of impact on lower training budget.

The company may lose the talents and internal knowhow if the

period of employee development is unlimited.

The compensation

strategy is not directly by the recession but changes must be made

in regards cost reduction. The recession adversely and heavily

affects the compensation and other benefits offered by the

company to the employees. Salary freezing is implemented as the

first measure. The recession is the opportunity to design cheap

human resource processes. Compensations should be strongly

interconnected with performance. The bonuses are not paid and

the base salaries are under a huge pressure. The compensation

and benefits specialists are under pressure as they have to identify

the areas in the organization to realize the redundancies.

Compensation strategy can be under a huge pressure in the

recession. The top management sees a great opportunity to

realize significant cost savings resulting from lower base salaries

offered to the new employees. The compensation strategy cannot

be changed easily and hence it is not a good moment to cancel the

current compensation policy. Generally spoken, cost reduction

with increasing productivity is a key activity during recession.

It is well known that downsizing of

employees is a common practice adopted by the organizations

during recession to reduce the expenses. In connection with

workforce reduction, new workplace design is needed. Some

jobs will be cancelled, some added and some will be put together.

The employee has to obtain new skills and usually workload is

higher. Putting some jobs together force human resource

department to remake career plans. Finally, this fact has to be

reflected in training and development programmes.

The training and learning activities are

interrupted as a result of employee layoff during recession. Other

results of recession are the requirement new skills, new career

plans and new training modules. All these have to be revised and

elaborated appropriately and thus recession is considered to be

an opportunity to bring new ideas and new approach to human

capital of organization and restructuralization to obtain

competitive advantage.

Communication during

recession and layoff is critical activity. The right information

should be given in right time to all affected employees.

Especially, surviours should obtain information about future of

organization and should have employment certainty. The belief

that employees can link their own future with a future of

company is gone. Surviours are witnesses of layoff. Saying a nice

word plays a critical role in helping people keep their dignity. The

lack of kind words erodes morale. Employees will want to know

how they ended up in the group that is downsized. Much depends

on how people get the news-the words that are actually used are

important. They want to hear about their company's downsizing

from the organization itself, not from newspaper. Thus is critical

to communicate the downsizing announcement simultaneously

to all constituencies.

Economic slowdown in

any organization affects the productivity and sales of products

adversely. Small business and highly dependent firms offer less

trade credit and charge high rate of interest to the customers.

Research studies have shown that customer loyalty has declined

due to economic recession. This is observed to be due to the fact

that the recession has had negative effect on the income of many

customers, shattered confidence and changed the spending and

saving pattern of the households. However, it is observed that

close customer relation is found to be beneficial for the

organization to tide over the present crisis and to built up strong

relationships for future business growth when the recession is

over.

The recession is considered to be an opportunity for HR

professionals to step in and contribute strategically. The HR

Manager initially should begin by looking at macroeconomic

environment. Then he should look at the micro-environment-

what affects us and our competitors. The next step is to establish

which strategic factors influence on human resource directly.

The strategic role of HR during recession has to be concentrated

and directed towards these important aspects which are directly

and heavily responsible for ill-effects of recession. Every effort

should be made to maintain the morale of dedicated employees in

particular and all in general to keep up the productivity. The HR

initiatives in recession mainly focused on cost cutting, key group

employees, process efficiency, honest information to employees

and management consulting. These initiatives have to be

balanced well. The experience gathered so far about the strategic

role of HR during recession which proved to be instrumental for

maintaining high performance and image in the society has been

·Effects on Employers:

(A) Effects on Recruitment:

(b) Effects on Development of Employees:

(c) Effects on Compensation Strategy:

(d) Effect on Work Design:

(e) Effect on Training:

(f) Effect on Communication:

(g) Effect on Customer Relationship:

STRATEGIC ROLE OFHR DURINGRECESSION

INTRODUCTION IMPACT OFRECESSION

Effects on Employees:

Human Resource in an organization has been recognized as an

most essential factor of production as it maintains and improves

organizational performance. It is the key source to sustain

competitive advantage. It has been proved beyond doubt that

when organizational strategies are well aligned, it has the

capacity to beat the toughest of the problems in the organization

including economic slowdown. Now-a-days, we cannot ignore

the fact that

we are facing the economic recession and this led to many

extreme situations.

The currency markets are extremely volatile and stock markets

are up one day and down next day. The unemployment has risen

and many firms are struggling to survive the recession.

According to experts and professionals in the area of economic

development, the recession can only be confirmed, if Gross

Domestic Products (GDP) is negative for two or three

consecutive quarters. The recession, in fact, is an opportunity for

HR professionals to step in and contribute strategically so called

creative human resource management to combat the adverse

impact of recession on the relationship between, employees,

employers, customers and suppliers. The HR management has to

focus on many issues and suggest the creative practices to the

employers to hold its team together during a recession. The role

of HR and possible HRM innovations during recession are

explained in detail in this paper.

Economic recession is a period of economic slowdown featuring

low output, illiquidity and unemployment. It is characterized by

its length, abnormal increase in unemployment, falls in the

availability of credit, shrinking output and investment, numerous

bankruptcies, reduced amount of trade and commerce as well as

highly volatile relative currency value fluctuations, mostly

devaluations, financial crisis and bank failure. Thus there is

adverse impact on all these economic aspects due to recession.

The effects of recession on employees, employers and economic

aspects of the organization are discussed below:

The economic recession brings in its

wake enormous increase in the level of unemployment, The

international Labour Organization (ILO) recently revealed that

as many as 51 million workers were fired in 2010 globally while

30 million more jobs are at risk creating labour market epidemic.

Downsizing was also a result of recession. There have been

layoffs, downsizing and retrenchments. The recession thus has a

devastating effect on employees when the management does not

take the right steps to fight against the de-motivation. The

recession brings the fear amongst the employees of the

organization. The productivity is a key success factor in the

recession. The employees need to know the situation of the

organization and the management can put a lot of energy among

the employees as they feel the situation which is dangerous for

the future of the company. The employees look for the security in
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the recession and they feel the trust in the trusting management.

These effects could be seen in terms of

recruitment, training and development process and

compensation strategy and exit strategy to be developed during

recession period. These effects are discussed below separately:

It is experienced that the

recruitment process is the foremost process to be affected by

recession. As the top management wants to keep the cash-flow

under control, the recruitment freeze is the first logical decision.

In a period of crisis, new employee recruitment must be stopped.

When the sales go down, recruitment freeze is usually the first top

management decision, Any recruitment after the recruitment

freeze is more selective based on organizational priorities

without any additional people on payroll. The top management

decides new strategy and the hiring is allowed just for missing

skills and competencies to tide over the situation.

The training and

development of employees appeared to be the second HR process

adversely affected by recession. The management has to find out

the ways to keep the knowledge updated in the organization in

spite of decision of cuts in the investments for developing

employees. The company can survive without training and

development for a limited period of time. The cost savings could

be huge without much feeling of impact on lower training budget.

The company may lose the talents and internal knowhow if the

period of employee development is unlimited.

The compensation

strategy is not directly by the recession but changes must be made

in regards cost reduction. The recession adversely and heavily

affects the compensation and other benefits offered by the

company to the employees. Salary freezing is implemented as the

first measure. The recession is the opportunity to design cheap

human resource processes. Compensations should be strongly

interconnected with performance. The bonuses are not paid and

the base salaries are under a huge pressure. The compensation

and benefits specialists are under pressure as they have to identify

the areas in the organization to realize the redundancies.

Compensation strategy can be under a huge pressure in the

recession. The top management sees a great opportunity to

realize significant cost savings resulting from lower base salaries

offered to the new employees. The compensation strategy cannot

be changed easily and hence it is not a good moment to cancel the

current compensation policy. Generally spoken, cost reduction

with increasing productivity is a key activity during recession.

It is well known that downsizing of

employees is a common practice adopted by the organizations

during recession to reduce the expenses. In connection with

workforce reduction, new workplace design is needed. Some

jobs will be cancelled, some added and some will be put together.

The employee has to obtain new skills and usually workload is

higher. Putting some jobs together force human resource

department to remake career plans. Finally, this fact has to be

reflected in training and development programmes.

The training and learning activities are

interrupted as a result of employee layoff during recession. Other

results of recession are the requirement new skills, new career

plans and new training modules. All these have to be revised and

elaborated appropriately and thus recession is considered to be

an opportunity to bring new ideas and new approach to human

capital of organization and restructuralization to obtain

competitive advantage.

Communication during

recession and layoff is critical activity. The right information

should be given in right time to all affected employees.

Especially, surviours should obtain information about future of

organization and should have employment certainty. The belief

that employees can link their own future with a future of

company is gone. Surviours are witnesses of layoff. Saying a nice

word plays a critical role in helping people keep their dignity. The

lack of kind words erodes morale. Employees will want to know

how they ended up in the group that is downsized. Much depends

on how people get the news-the words that are actually used are

important. They want to hear about their company's downsizing

from the organization itself, not from newspaper. Thus is critical

to communicate the downsizing announcement simultaneously

to all constituencies.

Economic slowdown in

any organization affects the productivity and sales of products

adversely. Small business and highly dependent firms offer less

trade credit and charge high rate of interest to the customers.

Research studies have shown that customer loyalty has declined

due to economic recession. This is observed to be due to the fact

that the recession has had negative effect on the income of many

customers, shattered confidence and changed the spending and

saving pattern of the households. However, it is observed that

close customer relation is found to be beneficial for the

organization to tide over the present crisis and to built up strong

relationships for future business growth when the recession is

over.

The recession is considered to be an opportunity for HR

professionals to step in and contribute strategically. The HR

Manager initially should begin by looking at macroeconomic

environment. Then he should look at the micro-environment-

what affects us and our competitors. The next step is to establish

which strategic factors influence on human resource directly.

The strategic role of HR during recession has to be concentrated

and directed towards these important aspects which are directly

and heavily responsible for ill-effects of recession. Every effort

should be made to maintain the morale of dedicated employees in

particular and all in general to keep up the productivity. The HR

initiatives in recession mainly focused on cost cutting, key group

employees, process efficiency, honest information to employees

and management consulting. These initiatives have to be

balanced well. The experience gathered so far about the strategic

role of HR during recession which proved to be instrumental for

maintaining high performance and image in the society has been
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Human Resource in an organization has been recognized as an

most essential factor of production as it maintains and improves

organizational performance. It is the key source to sustain

competitive advantage. It has been proved beyond doubt that

when organizational strategies are well aligned, it has the

capacity to beat the toughest of the problems in the organization

including economic slowdown. Now-a-days, we cannot ignore

the fact that

we are facing the economic recession and this led to many

extreme situations.

The currency markets are extremely volatile and stock markets

are up one day and down next day. The unemployment has risen

and many firms are struggling to survive the recession.

According to experts and professionals in the area of economic

development, the recession can only be confirmed, if Gross

Domestic Products (GDP) is negative for two or three

consecutive quarters. The recession, in fact, is an opportunity for

HR professionals to step in and contribute strategically so called

creative human resource management to combat the adverse

impact of recession on the relationship between, employees,

employers, customers and suppliers. The HR management has to

focus on many issues and suggest the creative practices to the

employers to hold its team together during a recession. The role

of HR and possible HRM innovations during recession are

explained in detail in this paper.

Economic recession is a period of economic slowdown featuring

low output, illiquidity and unemployment. It is characterized by

its length, abnormal increase in unemployment, falls in the

availability of credit, shrinking output and investment, numerous

bankruptcies, reduced amount of trade and commerce as well as

highly volatile relative currency value fluctuations, mostly

devaluations, financial crisis and bank failure. Thus there is

adverse impact on all these economic aspects due to recession.

The effects of recession on employees, employers and economic

aspects of the organization are discussed below:

The economic recession brings in its

wake enormous increase in the level of unemployment, The

international Labour Organization (ILO) recently revealed that

as many as 51 million workers were fired in 2010 globally while

30 million more jobs are at risk creating labour market epidemic.

Downsizing was also a result of recession. There have been

layoffs, downsizing and retrenchments. The recession thus has a

devastating effect on employees when the management does not

take the right steps to fight against the de-motivation. The

recession brings the fear amongst the employees of the

organization. The productivity is a key success factor in the

recession. The employees need to know the situation of the

organization and the management can put a lot of energy among

the employees as they feel the situation which is dangerous for

the future of the company. The employees look for the security in
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recession period due to non-commitment of providing products

and services to them. In spite of this fact, if proper counseling is

done to customers in special and regular meetings and apprised

them of the organization's position and planned strategy to satisfy

their needs on time, it will create confidence and affinity about

the organization in the minds of customers. The concerned staff

dealing with customers should also be asked to keep close liaison

with them to continue the existing relations and enhance image of

the organization even in such crisis.All strategic efforts should be

made by HR department to maintain the customer relations for

ensuring prospective business growth.

The above study revealed that the recession has ill effects on

employees, employers and customer relationship as well. Since

downsizing thereby cost cutting is the main strategy during

recession, recruitment of highly talented and skilled persons is

only practiced and it is considered to be an opportunity to get rid

the bad performed employees. The compensation strategy needs

to be revised suitably to retain the best performers. The

organizational work design and training and developmental

programmes are affected adversely in view of uncertainty and

fearful attitude and reduction of manpower. Communication

within the organization and customer relationship are found to be

badly affected during recession in the organization. Many HR

initiatives are required to be taken to deal with the situation for

survival of the organization and for future prospects.

Optimization of manpower strength, strategic initiatives to

increase productivity and efficiency of the entire organization,

revision of compensation benefits, re-designing training and

developmental programmes, cost cutting, taking care of self

managed and self motivated group of employees, enhancing

process efficiency, keeping employees engaged with proper

motivation, giving honest information to employees when

needed, regular management counseling to build trusting

relationship between employees, employers and customers are

observed to be the prominent strategic and creative HR practices

to be followed by the organizations during recession.
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CONCLUSION

REFERENCESsummarized below.

While the pain of

downsizing related-layoffs can't be avoided entirely, it can be

moderately implemented. Anticipating the duration and depth of

an industry downturn, the manager can prepare and deploy HR

practices that will in turn help both employees and firms adjust to

difficult times. The HR management has to find some innovative

solutions during recession like, to identify the real key employees

and intact them in the organization and to identify the real top

potentials and to strengthen their development programmes. The

HR management has to have priorities in mind and strategic

impact of the HRM innovations in recession times. Its role is not

to minimize the costs for the time being, but to make the

organization stronger and ready for future growth. The recession

affects many HR processes and they need to be adapted to new

situation and they have to be ready for the new reality. The

recruitment policy should be redesigned to suit the recession

situation. The top management decides about the new strategy

and the management is allowed to hire just the missing skills and

competencies. Only highly dedicated and talented employees in

adequate numbers should be kept engaged adopting motivational

measures by HRM and also by designing a suitable exit policy

ensuring fairness and transparency in the initiatives as they can

build trust to the HR function. Workforce consolidation and

redeployment is needed to improve utilization and efficiency.

The recession has a devastating effect on

employees. It brings fear to the organization and employees look

for the security and they feel the trust in the trustful management.

The enthusiastic and confident management, which can present a

clear plan for the fight with the recession has a great opportunity

to build a new super-organization of the future. The HR

employees have to provide all the basic data about the personnel

costs to the management. The right information should be given

in right time to all affected employees to built u[p their trust in

management. The trusting relationship and proper counseling of

employees by the top management will enhance productivity.

The trusting relation should be maintained even during tough

times to strengthen the trust further. Trusting relationship helps

organization to overcome recession soon. Communicating with

employees not only remains one of the greatest need of HR, but is

also an opportunity to build the trust and moral of people during

tough times.

The cost cutting is about the

immediate activities to decrease the personal costs in the

organization. Although compensation strategy is not directly

affected by recession, changes must be made in regards to cost

reduction. Salary freezing is implemented as the first measure.

HRM department has to scan and review current policies and

practices as per their costs and impacts on the organization.

Compensation should be strongly connected with performance.

Bonus schemes have to be revised. The aim is to implement

cheep and effective production processes. Cost cutting and

increasing productivity is the key activity during recession.

In view of recession, some

jobs will be cancelled, some added and some will be put together

depending on exigencies. This calls for formulating a new

workplace design. The employee has to obtain new skills and

usually workload is higher. Putting some jobs together force HR

department to remake career plans. This fact has to be reflected in

training and development programmes to be conducted.

Recession is

considered to be the opportunity to bring new ideas and new

approaches to human capital of organization and its restructuring

to obtain competitive advantage. Employee training is performed

in accordance with career plans. Employee lay-off results in

career interruption causing interruption in training and learning

process. New career plans and new career schemes shall have to

be elaborated.

During recession, communication and layoff are

critical activities. Saying a nice word plays a critical role in

helping people keep their dignity. Employee loyalty and morale

has to be important part of downsizing strategy. Employee

loyalty sand morale are critical assets of the company. All

physical components can be initiated by competitors, but not

moral and dignity. Employee wants to hear about downsizing and

future plan of actions from company itself. Listening to

employee is very important especially during such testing times.

Employees should be encouraged to give their views and

feedback regarding revised organizational for their better and

faster implementation. A wide variety of communication

mechanisms such as town hall meetings, groups, regular e-mail

briefing, face to face communications and communications with

unions etc can also be used.

During lean times, employees

need to be kept occupied and busy. This is the best way to keep

them concentrated on the business at hand. HR's role in an

organization is to provide means and ways of improving

employees' effectiveness and thereby increasing organization's

productivity. This will increase their knowledge about company's

products and services and rejuvenate them to resume work with

higher confidence and faith.

A strong relationship exists between the level of employee

engagement and the organizational; profitability. Keep them up

to date about any changes in the organization and give them

access to information. Organization should prepare for the

revival rather than focusing on organizational cuts. Organization

should go for talent management. The high, average and low

performers should be engaged in such a way to get their 100%

utilization by suitable training, job rotation, internal movements

etc. Internal movement is the best way to engage people in work

and retain them. It reduces the hiring cost as well as increase the

competency and skills of employees which will also help them in

career growth.

It is experienced that

productivity goes down and customer loyalty declines in

(a) Optimize Manpower Strength:

(b) Build Trusting Relationship between Employees and

Employers:

(c) Revise Compensation Strategy:

(d) Change the Workplace Design:

(e) Revise Developmental Programmes:

(F) Communicate Effectively and Keep Employee

Motivated:

(g) Keep Employee Engaged:

(h) Maintain Customer Relations:
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recession period due to non-commitment of providing products

and services to them. In spite of this fact, if proper counseling is

done to customers in special and regular meetings and apprised

them of the organization's position and planned strategy to satisfy

their needs on time, it will create confidence and affinity about

the organization in the minds of customers. The concerned staff

dealing with customers should also be asked to keep close liaison

with them to continue the existing relations and enhance image of

the organization even in such crisis.All strategic efforts should be

made by HR department to maintain the customer relations for

ensuring prospective business growth.

The above study revealed that the recession has ill effects on

employees, employers and customer relationship as well. Since

downsizing thereby cost cutting is the main strategy during

recession, recruitment of highly talented and skilled persons is

only practiced and it is considered to be an opportunity to get rid

the bad performed employees. The compensation strategy needs

to be revised suitably to retain the best performers. The

organizational work design and training and developmental

programmes are affected adversely in view of uncertainty and

fearful attitude and reduction of manpower. Communication

within the organization and customer relationship are found to be

badly affected during recession in the organization. Many HR

initiatives are required to be taken to deal with the situation for

survival of the organization and for future prospects.

Optimization of manpower strength, strategic initiatives to

increase productivity and efficiency of the entire organization,

revision of compensation benefits, re-designing training and

developmental programmes, cost cutting, taking care of self

managed and self motivated group of employees, enhancing

process efficiency, keeping employees engaged with proper

motivation, giving honest information to employees when

needed, regular management counseling to build trusting

relationship between employees, employers and customers are

observed to be the prominent strategic and creative HR practices

to be followed by the organizations during recession.
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CONCLUSION

REFERENCESsummarized below.

While the pain of

downsizing related-layoffs can't be avoided entirely, it can be

moderately implemented. Anticipating the duration and depth of

an industry downturn, the manager can prepare and deploy HR

practices that will in turn help both employees and firms adjust to

difficult times. The HR management has to find some innovative

solutions during recession like, to identify the real key employees

and intact them in the organization and to identify the real top

potentials and to strengthen their development programmes. The

HR management has to have priorities in mind and strategic

impact of the HRM innovations in recession times. Its role is not

to minimize the costs for the time being, but to make the

organization stronger and ready for future growth. The recession

affects many HR processes and they need to be adapted to new

situation and they have to be ready for the new reality. The

recruitment policy should be redesigned to suit the recession

situation. The top management decides about the new strategy

and the management is allowed to hire just the missing skills and

competencies. Only highly dedicated and talented employees in

adequate numbers should be kept engaged adopting motivational

measures by HRM and also by designing a suitable exit policy

ensuring fairness and transparency in the initiatives as they can

build trust to the HR function. Workforce consolidation and

redeployment is needed to improve utilization and efficiency.

The recession has a devastating effect on

employees. It brings fear to the organization and employees look

for the security and they feel the trust in the trustful management.

The enthusiastic and confident management, which can present a

clear plan for the fight with the recession has a great opportunity

to build a new super-organization of the future. The HR

employees have to provide all the basic data about the personnel

costs to the management. The right information should be given

in right time to all affected employees to built u[p their trust in

management. The trusting relationship and proper counseling of

employees by the top management will enhance productivity.

The trusting relation should be maintained even during tough

times to strengthen the trust further. Trusting relationship helps

organization to overcome recession soon. Communicating with

employees not only remains one of the greatest need of HR, but is

also an opportunity to build the trust and moral of people during

tough times.

The cost cutting is about the

immediate activities to decrease the personal costs in the

organization. Although compensation strategy is not directly

affected by recession, changes must be made in regards to cost

reduction. Salary freezing is implemented as the first measure.

HRM department has to scan and review current policies and

practices as per their costs and impacts on the organization.

Compensation should be strongly connected with performance.

Bonus schemes have to be revised. The aim is to implement

cheep and effective production processes. Cost cutting and

increasing productivity is the key activity during recession.

In view of recession, some

jobs will be cancelled, some added and some will be put together

depending on exigencies. This calls for formulating a new

workplace design. The employee has to obtain new skills and

usually workload is higher. Putting some jobs together force HR

department to remake career plans. This fact has to be reflected in

training and development programmes to be conducted.

Recession is

considered to be the opportunity to bring new ideas and new

approaches to human capital of organization and its restructuring

to obtain competitive advantage. Employee training is performed

in accordance with career plans. Employee lay-off results in

career interruption causing interruption in training and learning

process. New career plans and new career schemes shall have to

be elaborated.

During recession, communication and layoff are

critical activities. Saying a nice word plays a critical role in

helping people keep their dignity. Employee loyalty and morale

has to be important part of downsizing strategy. Employee

loyalty sand morale are critical assets of the company. All

physical components can be initiated by competitors, but not

moral and dignity. Employee wants to hear about downsizing and

future plan of actions from company itself. Listening to

employee is very important especially during such testing times.

Employees should be encouraged to give their views and

feedback regarding revised organizational for their better and

faster implementation. A wide variety of communication

mechanisms such as town hall meetings, groups, regular e-mail

briefing, face to face communications and communications with

unions etc can also be used.

During lean times, employees

need to be kept occupied and busy. This is the best way to keep

them concentrated on the business at hand. HR's role in an

organization is to provide means and ways of improving

employees' effectiveness and thereby increasing organization's

productivity. This will increase their knowledge about company's

products and services and rejuvenate them to resume work with

higher confidence and faith.

A strong relationship exists between the level of employee

engagement and the organizational; profitability. Keep them up

to date about any changes in the organization and give them

access to information. Organization should prepare for the

revival rather than focusing on organizational cuts. Organization

should go for talent management. The high, average and low

performers should be engaged in such a way to get their 100%

utilization by suitable training, job rotation, internal movements

etc. Internal movement is the best way to engage people in work

and retain them. It reduces the hiring cost as well as increase the

competency and skills of employees which will also help them in

career growth.

It is experienced that

productivity goes down and customer loyalty declines in

(a) Optimize Manpower Strength:

(b) Build Trusting Relationship between Employees and

Employers:

(c) Revise Compensation Strategy:

(d) Change the Workplace Design:

(e) Revise Developmental Programmes:

(F) Communicate Effectively and Keep Employee

Motivated:

(g) Keep Employee Engaged:

(h) Maintain Customer Relations:
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improve their level of participation through providing them skill

development training and this assistance and training to

specifically women entrepreneurs was provided by Central

Social Welfare Board, organization of Mahila Mandals and the

Community Development Programmes in India. Further during

1991 industrial policy special Entrepreneurship Development

Programmes (EDPS) were initiated both at state level and

national level. At present various other government and non-

government agencies have come forward to give their

contribution in this direction.

The study conducted by Marlow, (2002) indicates that with the

changing scenario women have realized that if they want to

achieve equal status in society then it is the need of the hour to be

economically independent. Women has realized that they can be

self-employed successfully by starting their own business and

can contribute to the economic growth of their family as of men.

Hackler et. al. (2008) tried to find out the distinction among

general and specific human capital characteristics and studied its

relationship with women's self-employment. The influence of

education, experience and entrepreneurial preparedness on the

desire of being self- employed is studied. Human capital

characteristics of self employed women with self-employed men

and others working women were compared and it was found that

managerial jobs are occupied more by self-employed women

than other working women due to some specific features.

A report was presented by Global Entrepreneurship Monitor

(GEM) in 2012 on women & entrepreneurship, according to this

report in 2012 around 126 million women started their own

businesses and 98 million were running established businesses in

67 major economies of the world. This report infers that women

at present are not only becoming self-employed or independent

but they are creating jobs for others also in the society. This report

provides a deep insight on the concept of women

entrepreneurship and provides direction to researchers and

policy makers to keep into consideration women entrepreneurs

while framing new policies and plans.

Jalbert (2000) in his study discussed the important role of women

entrepreneurs in global economy. The study traced out that

women entrepreneurs are contributing significantly in the global

economy by entering also into emerging sectors like commercial

banking, Insurance, financial services, infrastructural businesses

etc. With the growth of their businesses women are changing the

complete scenario of the global business world. The study found

that by running their small and medium enterprises women

entrepreneurs assists national and international players with

ideas and supplies to play safe in the market.

Damwad (2007) conducted a workshop with speakers from five

Nordic countries namely Finland, Denmark, Iceland, Norway

and Sweden. The various hurdles faced by women entrepreneurs

in these five countries were discussed and it was found that

mainly lack of knowledge about regulations and public support,

inadequate financial assistance, lack of balance in work and

family life were the basic problems faced by women

entrepreneurs in present scenario. The study conclude that seeing

women as one homogeneous group is not correct and more

statistics and deep analysis is required to solve these problems

and promoting women entrepreneurship.

Bowen & Hisrich (1986) studied that in general female

entrepreneurs are not that good in managerial skills but their

locus of control is very high. They studied the complete

behaviour of women entrepreneurs and suggested a career model

for women based on determinants of entrepreneurial behaviour

for women.

A study conducted by Das (2000) propounded that most of the

female entrepreneurs in south India run their businesses as

private limited company, which is wholly owned by them.

Majority of female entrepreneurs were of young age, having few

years of experience before starting their own businesses. The

study found that cash flow is the basic problem before a female

entrepreneur at the initial stage of starting a new business.

Tambunan (2009) discussed the current level of development in a

number of Asian developing countries like China, India,

Bangladesh, Pakistan etc. The study also focused on level of

female involvement in small and medium enterprises and the

problems faced by female entrepreneurs in this region. The study

found that due to low level of literacy among female and cultural

or religious constraints, the degree of female involvement in

entrepreneurial activities is relatively very low.

Vossenberg (2011) explained the reasons for the existence of

gender gap in entrepreneurship and the best way to promote

women entrepreneurship on the basis of literature available. This

paper suggests that the various policies framed for the benefit of

women entrepreneurs definitely help them to grow but in the

presence of gender biasness all these efforts become ineffective

and do not serve the purpose at all.

Chander and Arora (2013) conducted a study in Haryana state to

measure the level of financing problems at start up stage. A

survey was conducted on 189 entrepreneurs (urban and rural

women) in Haryana. The study found that major problem is

insufficient distribution of information about financial schemes

among women. Basically, financial problem is faced during

start-up stage, to overcome this problem special actions are

required to be taken by government and financial institutions.

Mendonca and Sequeira (2014) conducted a study to highlight

the contribution of female entrepreneurs in economic

development of a nation. The study propounded that female

entrepreneurs play significant role in economic development by

creating employment for others, self-employment, wealth

creation and by producing innovative products & services helps

in improving GDP. The paper recommends that women managed

bank as of 'Bharatiya Mahila Bank' must be developed in the

nation to eliminate the problem of gender discrimination in

dissemination of funds by banks and financial institutions.

3. Literature Review

1. Introduction

2. Evolution of Women Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship has been globally felt as a developmental &

progressive idea for business world Scott (1986). Women

entrepreneurs are the group of women indulging in business

activities and contributing to economic development of the

family and nation. Across the globe, generations of women from

very different backgrounds show very encouraging sign of

entrepreneurial spirit. It is to be hoped that governments at all

levels will work to provide an environment in which this spirit

may flourish (Delmar, 2000).

In recent years, developing countries are giving due importance

to women entrepreneurship and female entrepreneurs are

considered while framing development policies of the nation

(Minniti and Naudé, 2010). According to Government of India

women entrepreneurs are the enterprise owned and controlled by

a woman. At least 51% share in capital should be owned by

women and at least 51% of the total employees of the enterprises

should be women. In India, the role of women has completely

changed. Now women in society are enjoying the freedom of

taking self-decision and involving themselves in economic

activities. Government of India is also persuading women

through various policies and plans to come forward and take

active participation in economic growth of the country.

According to the MSME Annual Report 2011-12, only 13.72 per

cent of enterprises in the registered MSME sector were

enterprises managed by women, representing about 2.15 lakh (or

215,000 enterprises across the country).

From the last two decades only Government of India has started

designing programs to promote women entrepreneurship in the

country. The present study focuses on various institutional,

financial and cultural obstacles that come in the way of women as

an entrepreneur. The primary objective of the present study is to

gain a deep insight into the whole concept of women

entrepreneurship. The idea here is to trace out various problems

and challenges being faced by women entrepreneurs in India and

suggesting some feasible ways to solve these issues.

The concept of entrepreneurship as a studied business

phenomenon came into existence in United States in 1960s.After

that the concept of women entrepreneurship got attention in

1987. At that time researchers and academicians started

recognising the need for research in that particular area. The

concept of female entrepreneurship was first appeared more than

30 years back in entrepreneurship literature (e.g. DeCarlo &

Lyons, 1979; Pellegrino & Reece, 1982; Schwartz, 1976). From

last thirty seven years scholars are paying special attention to the

concept of women entrepreneurship to develop new ways and

ideas for ensuring higher participation of women in the business

activities. In the same line large number of articles, books and

other research work has been contributed by various researchers

so far.

In India the concept of women entrepreneurship got recognition

at the time of the First Five-Year Plan (1951-56) which initiated a

number of welfare measures for women entrepreneurs to
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dissemination of funds by banks and financial institutions.
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Entrepreneurship has been globally felt as a developmental &
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activities and contributing to economic development of the

family and nation. Across the globe, generations of women from

very different backgrounds show very encouraging sign of

entrepreneurial spirit. It is to be hoped that governments at all

levels will work to provide an environment in which this spirit

may flourish (Delmar, 2000).

In recent years, developing countries are giving due importance

to women entrepreneurship and female entrepreneurs are

considered while framing development policies of the nation

(Minniti and Naudé, 2010). According to Government of India

women entrepreneurs are the enterprise owned and controlled by

a woman. At least 51% share in capital should be owned by

women and at least 51% of the total employees of the enterprises

should be women. In India, the role of women has completely

changed. Now women in society are enjoying the freedom of

taking self-decision and involving themselves in economic

activities. Government of India is also persuading women

through various policies and plans to come forward and take

active participation in economic growth of the country.

According to the MSME Annual Report 2011-12, only 13.72 per

cent of enterprises in the registered MSME sector were

enterprises managed by women, representing about 2.15 lakh (or

215,000 enterprises across the country).

From the last two decades only Government of India has started

designing programs to promote women entrepreneurship in the

country. The present study focuses on various institutional,

financial and cultural obstacles that come in the way of women as

an entrepreneur. The primary objective of the present study is to

gain a deep insight into the whole concept of women

entrepreneurship. The idea here is to trace out various problems

and challenges being faced by women entrepreneurs in India and

suggesting some feasible ways to solve these issues.

The concept of entrepreneurship as a studied business

phenomenon came into existence in United States in 1960s.After

that the concept of women entrepreneurship got attention in

1987. At that time researchers and academicians started

recognising the need for research in that particular area. The

concept of female entrepreneurship was first appeared more than

30 years back in entrepreneurship literature (e.g. DeCarlo &

Lyons, 1979; Pellegrino & Reece, 1982; Schwartz, 1976). From

last thirty seven years scholars are paying special attention to the

concept of women entrepreneurship to develop new ways and

ideas for ensuring higher participation of women in the business

activities. In the same line large number of articles, books and

other research work has been contributed by various researchers

so far.

In India the concept of women entrepreneurship got recognition

at the time of the First Five-Year Plan (1951-56) which initiated a

number of welfare measures for women entrepreneurs to
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Survey Response Business Owners In

India China

To make more money 24% 47%

To be independent or ones

own boss

52% 37%

To pursue something new

that others hadnt tried

11% 7%

To make a difference in

society

9% 6%

Others 3% 1%

Dont know 1% 1%
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4. Objectives

5. Methodology

6. Reasons of being an Entrepreneur

Moore & Buttner (1997) conducted a study and found that

basic reasons for a female to become an entrepreneur are self-

determination, expectation for recognition, self-esteem and

career goal. These are the factors which influence her most to

be an entrepreneur.

Table 1: Main motivation for starting one's own business

&

Table 2: Reasons forWomen opting for Entrepreneurship

7. Characteristics of Women Entrepreneurs

The basic objectives of this study are:

To identify and classify the various reasons for a woman to

become an entrepreneur.

To chart out the characteristics of women owned enterprises.

To critically examine the problems faced by women

entrepreneurs.

To trace out the financing patterns and problems of women

owned enterprises in India.

The present paper is a desk study on the basis of secondary data.

The research papers that appeared on the theme of women

entrepreneurship were collected from different data sources.

Secondary data was collected from the published reports of RBI,

MSMEs, OECD and IFC, available on their respective websites.

Other than these reports data was also taken from recent Census

Survey, SSI reports, newspapers, and journals.

There can be several reasons for women to

become entrepreneurs such as to become economically

independent, to pursue something new which is not tried by

others yet or to make a difference in society. Some women start

their own business due to some traumatic event in their life like

divorce or bad health of earning member of the family.According

to Schumpeter (2000), there can be two kinds of factors which

motivate a woman to start her own business. Firstly, she can be

motivated by her own choice and the second is by some necessity.

The following chart shows the reasons for women becoming

entrepreneurs.

According to a survey conducted by Legatum Institute, in India

China 'to be independent' is the most influencing factor which

motivates an Indian woman to start her own business. After that

various factors like to earn more money & to do something

innovative are the other motivational factors to be an

entrepreneur for an Indian woman. To sum up, women can be

either motivated either by choice or by necessity to be an

entrepreneur. Table 2 indicates the various factors considered to

motivate a woman for starting one's own business under normal

circumstances.

Women entrepreneurs consist of 1/3 of all entrepreneurs in the

world. Birley (1989) found that there are various

socioeconomic factors which influence a person's decision to

start a new business. Female entrepreneurs have some

significant features which differentiate them from their male

counterparts. After the beginning of a lot of research on

women entrepreneurship in the academic world, many research

papers and books were published. The basic characteristics of

women entrepreneurs stated by those papers are listed in Table

3.

·

·

·

·

Source: Legatum Institute Survey of Entrepreneurs, China &

India, October, 2010

By Choice By Necessity

· For their

empowerment and

freedom

· To prove their worth

among their male

family members

· To establish their

own rules for their

work

· To overcome the

deficiencies they

faced during their

job experience

To share the

family economic

burden

To adjust and

manage

household and

business life

successfully on

their own terms

Due to the death

or sickness of

their husband

Author/Year Publication Characteristics

Birley (1989) Female e ntrepreneurs: are they
really different?

Journal of Small Business

Management

Earlier researchers suggested the significant
difference between female & male entrepreneurs

but in this study author found that there does not

exit any difference between the characteristics of

male and female entrepreneurs and they are same

in all aspects.

Brush (1992) Research on women owners past

trends: a new perspective and
future directions

Entrepreneurship Theory and

Practice

Most important characteristic of women

entrepreneur is developing network relationship.
Women view their business not only as distinct

profit generating entity.

Anna, Chandler,

Janson, Mero

(1996)

Women business owners in

traditional and non-traditional

Industry

Paper presented at the Academy

of Management Annual Meeting,
Cineinnatti,Ohio.

In case of non-traditional industries money is

considered as the most effective motivating

factor for women as compared to other factors.

Starr &Yudkin

(1996)

Women entrepreneurs: a review

of current research[Book]

The authors presented the characteristics on the

basis of categories of women entrepreneurs and
these are one who found or acquire a business

and the other one who start business with a

partner or spouse.

Zepalska (1997) A profile of women

entrepreneurs and enterprises in

Poland

Journal of Small Business
Management

The author conducted a study on 150 Polish

entrepreneurs and found that as far as motivation

and personal characteristics of female

entrepreneurs are concerned they are similar to
their Polish male counterparts.

Schiller &
Crewson (1997)

Entrepreneuria l origins: a
longitudinal inquiry

Economic Inquiry

Many of the demographic features are
similar/identical in both female & male but the

dominant predictor for women is work

experience.

Hisrich, Brush,

Good & Desouza

(1997)

Perform ance in entrepreneurial

venture: does gender matter?

Frontiers of Entrepreneurship

Research

The study was conducted on 3000 male &

female owned businesses. It was found that the

goals of both types of business houses were

same.

Robinson (2000) An examination of

entrepreneurial motives and their

influence on the way rural women
small business owners manage

their employees

Journal of Developmental

Entrepreneurship

Women entrepreneurs are more concerned about

relationship with employees, which minimized

interpersonal conflicts.

Buttner (2001) Examining female entrepreneurs

management style: an application

of relational frame
Journal of Business Ethics

The author describes the relationship practices as

an important feature of women entrepreneurs.

E.g. collaborative decision making.

Table 3: Characteristics of women entrepreneurs

The Women Entrepreneurs in India: Issues and challenges
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Table 5: Sources of finance for women owned businesses

9. Global Organizations Providing Assistance to Women

Owned Entrepreneurs

Source: Report by International Finance Corporation (IFC),

2013

The number of women entrepreneurs is increasing very

rapidly in India day-by-day. Now women have entered each

and every field either it is entrepreneurship or academic

institutions. But at the same time there are a number of

obstacles for women entrepreneurs to start a new business,

like limited financial resources, lack of technical know-how,

and lack of managerial skills to handle various job

situations. Therefore the need of the time is to provide

women with a mentor, who can instruct them all the required

skills to achieve their business objectives and success.

Following are some organisations providing required

assistance to women enterprises:

8. Financing Patterns of Women Entrepreneurs

In this paper an attempt is made to find out the reason for

limited financial sources for women entrepreneurs.

8.1 Status in India

Table 4: Classification of women owned MSMES

8.2 Sources of Finance for Enterprises Run by Women

Carter and Shaw (2006) conducted a study which shows that

female are very less self-employed as compare to male. During

the study they found that the debt-equity ratio of female owned

enterprises is very low and normally they used to run small level

of businesses. The financing patterns of male and female

entrepreneurs are also very different. There can be two reasons

for such differences. First, bankers hesitate while granting loans

to female entrepreneurs instead of the fact that female are more

creditworthy than man. Second, statistical

discrimination can also be a reason for

example; risk bearing capacity of female

entrepreneur is generally less than man.

The report by International Finance Corp (IFC)

stated that out of the total financial

requirements of female entrepreneurs of 158

billion U.S. dollar in 2012 only 27% of the

requirement i.e. 42 billion U.S. dollar was met

through formal lending institutions like banks, non-banking

financial companies and micro lenders.

A study

by Muravyev et. al. (2007) was conducted on firm level data

from the Business Environment and Enterprise Performance

Survey (BEEPS, 2005), in Europe and Central Asia by the World

Bank's Enterprise Surveys and EBRD, the study found that banks

and financial institutions discriminate between male and female

entrepreneurs while granting loans and other financial

assistances.

According to the report presented by International Finance

Corporation (IFC) around 3.01 million women-owned

enterprises represent about 10 percent of all MSMEs in the

country. Collectively, 3.09% of the total industrial output is

contributed by female entrepreneurs. About 78% of the women

enterprises are form service sector. Most of the female

enterprises are of small size. According to an estimate around

98% of the women enterprises are micro-enterprises and most of

them are in informal sector. The classification of women-owned

businesses is shown in Table 4:

Source: Report by International Finance Corporation (IFC),

2013

Finance is the biggest barrier in the way of growth of women

entrepreneurs. Financial institutions in the country provide

finance on more easy terms to man owned enterprises as compare

to female owned enterprises. That's why women owned

enterprises have to depend upon informal sources of finance. The

basic sources of finance for women owned MSMES in India are

presented in a Table 5.

Sari &

Trihopoulou

(2005)

"Female entrepreneurs' personal

characteristics and motivation: a

review of the Greek situation"

Women in Management Review

The study was conducted in Greek and it was

found that there are various personal

characteristics of female entrepreneurs which

should be kept in mind while framing the

policies.

National

Knowledge

Commission

(2008)

Entrepreneurship in India: a

report

Prepared by Amlanjyoti

Goswami, Namita Dalmia and

Megha Pradhan

The report found that there is no common set of

features for entrepreneurs. e.g. Female

entrepreneurs are motivated by their desire to be

independent and male entrepreneurs by family

background.

Rao et. al (2013) A study on entrepreneurial

characteristics and success of

women entrepreneurs operating

fashion and apparel business

Asian Journal of Management

Sciences and Education

The authors divide the characteristics of women

in two parts i.e. human capital variables and

entrepreneurial motivations.

Category Registered Unregistered Total Total ver sus

all women

owned

businesses (%)

Total versus

all MSMEs

(%)

Micro 274,059 2,655,318 2,929,377 97.62 9.40

Small 40,722 30,414 71,136 2.37 0.23

Medium 276 ---- 276 001 0.01

Total 315,057 2,68732 3,000,789 100.00 10.25

Funding Share (%)

Formal Financial Sources 3.1

Semi-Formal Financial Sources 4.8

Self, Family, Friends or Informal Sources 92.1

Name Year of establishment Assistance/services

TREAD: Trade Related

Entrepreneurship

Assistance and

Development

During Ninth Five Year Plan

(By Government of India)

Helps in developing the

entrepreneurship skills of women

in non-farm activities by

providing them with information

and counselling with respect to

trade.

Self Employed Womens

Association (SEWA)

1972(By Ela Bhatt) Helps women entrepreneurs

through its micro financial

products at Sewa Bank, and

Sewa Trade Facilitation Centre

(STFC).

FIWE: The Federation of

Indian Women

Entrepreneurs

1993 [Now has 15000

members and around 28

member associations.]

Provides trainings on technical

know-how, industry research,

expertise, and skill development.

They concentrate largely on the

SME segment.

CWEI: Consortium of

Women Entrepreneurs of

India

1996 [as a civil society non-

profit organization in New

Delhi]

It helps to learn better marketing

skills, work with tribal and

backward women to integrate

them with urban organizations

and devising new and innovative

methods for arranging financing

for women run businesses.

Stree Shakti by TiE 2009 (In Mumbai) Enabling enterprising women

through a series of on-ground

focused programmes. Help in

mentoring, educating and

providing inspiration.

WeOW (women

entrepreneurs on the web) by

Google

2012(By Google) Helps women entrepreneurs

connect through internet, grow

their online presence and make

use of Google products to launch

their business world-wide.

T able 6: List of global organisations providing assistance to women owned entrepreneurs
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11. Conclusion
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Entrepreneurship is presently considered as the most effective

way to overcome economic challenges faced by various

countries. Women can also contribute to the economic growth of

the country by taking active participation in the business

activities. The power of women is underestimated by the society

over the time and very limited opportunities are provided to them

to explore.

The number of women entrepreneurs is increasing very rapidly in

India day-by-day. Female entrepreneurship is increasing in India,

especially in manufacturing, where women account for 40 per

cent of entrepreneurs, according to the 2014 OECD Economic

Survey of India. However, the increase is almost entirely

accounted for by subsistence self-employed entrepreneurs who

work from home or as street vendors; the number of

entrepreneurs who has one or more employees has remained

broadly stable.

The women have entered each and every field either it is

entrepreneurship or academic institutions. In the same time, there

exist a number of difficulties for women entrepreneurs to start a

new business, lack of technical know-how, lack of managerial

skills, and like limited financial resources, to handle various

situations. So the need of the hour is to provide them with a

mentor, who can instruct them all the required skills to achieve

their objectives and success.

Women empowerment depends on their involvement in different

development activities. The women's involvement in various

entrepreneurial activities has empowered them in socio-

economic and cultural fields. By providing adequate technical

knowledge, training and assistance, efforts should be made to

improve the level of respect for women in the society.All ought to

have opportunities must be given to women to

achieve the desired business goals.

Now women in India possess all the required skills through

consultants and technical institutes. Government in its

development plans is making special provisions for providing all

the required assistance to women. Efforts done by government

and other agencies are commendable but not enough. Still more

efforts are required to be done in this area. Financial institutions
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As mentioned above in India large number of problems and

challenges are faced by women enterprises. These challenges

start arising from the start-up phase. In the operating stage

problems like financial, marketing, product related,

psychological, technological, process related, legal and others.

Some of these problems are presented in the Figure 1.

Source: www.womensweb.in

There is a great need to provide all the feasible solution to these

problems to ensure the growth of women enterprises. These

problems act as an obstacle in the way of success of women

enterprises. Until unless these problems are not resolved all the

efforts done by government and other agencies will go to serve

no purpose at all. So there is the need of the time to solve these

problems as early as possible.

The world which is good for women is good for all. The

success of society is possible only with the growth of

women. In the word of "Empowering

women is a prerequisite for creating a good nation, when

women are empowered, society with stability is assured.

Empowerment of women is essential as their thoughts and

their value systems lead to the development of a good

family, good society and ultimately a good nation."These

problems and their proposed solutions are depicted by

following Table:

Problems faced by women entrepreneurs Strategies f or promoting women entrepreneurship

· Inadequate financial resources: The financial resource is

the biggest limiting factor for women entrepreneurs in
India. Reason for that is lack of tangible security. Due to

that reason even financial institutions are not ready to

provide finance to them on easy terms, instead of the fact

that creditworthiness of woman is much higher than their
male counterpart.

Various fin ancial institutions in the country both at state

level and all India level should start some effective

schemes specifically for women entrepreneurs. The
paper work and other formalities should be lesser for

women so that the inconvenience can be decreased for

females to the possible extent.

· Cut throat competition: women entrepreneurs have to face

cut throat competition in the market from big business

houses who have great command over marketing and

promotional activities.

In order to develop required skill to operate in the
market like marketing skills, bargaining skills, risk-

taking ability etc. training institute must be established

in various parts of the country. This training should be

provided free of cost or at very reasonable prices, so that

it can become accessible to all the women in need of this
kind of training. Entrepreneurship Development

Programme (EDPs) should focus on developing

marketing and managerial skills among women.

· Lack of freedom of expression and freedom of mobility:

There are various limitations for women entrepreneurs in
(Indian) society like problem of mobility, travelling at

night form one place to another. Due to the business

dealings they may need to travel a lot but in society it

may not always be considered good for females.

Some kind of positive solution should also be found out

in this case. Only then women will be able to perform

their best in their business ventures.

· Lack of education: there is the lack of technical and basic
accounting knowledge among women. Although the

enrolment of female in technical institutions is increasing

very rapidly but still the number is very less as compare

to male counterpart.

Providing technical knowledge and creating awareness

about education among women can be used as an
effective strategy. Formal education provides required

skills to women to face various challenges in the market.

It provides confidence to deal and face confidently

various problems in business on day-to-day basis.

· Family obligations: women in India are overloaded by

family obligations. All the responsibilities to manage the
house, children education and relationships are upon

women only. Thats why they cant devote much time to

business activities.

Her husband or other male members of family may be of

assistance in this area, or outside assistant may be

employed. In that case only women will be able to fully
concentrate on business activities but not as a part time

activity only.

Table 7: List of problems and proposed strategies
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skills to women to face various challenges in the market.

It provides confidence to deal and face confidently

various problems in business on day-to-day basis.

· Family obligations: women in India are overloaded by

family obligations. All the responsibilities to manage the
house, children education and relationships are upon

women only. Thats why they cant devote much time to

business activities.

Her husband or other male members of family may be of

assistance in this area, or outside assistant may be

employed. In that case only women will be able to fully
concentrate on business activities but not as a part time

activity only.

Table 7: List of problems and proposed strategies

The Women Entrepreneurs in India: Issues and challenges
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independence, who is charged with representing the interests of

the public by investigating and addressing complaints of

maladministration or a violation of rights.

Chatterjee (2007) critically evaluated various schemes of

banking ombudsman schemes in operation from time to time.

Goyal and Thakur (2008) concludes that public sector banks that

have no monopoly licenses are to be given to new public sector

banks and foreign banks. However, when the public sector banks

realized that government was no longer there for them, they

started devising various strategies for survival and growth. In the

present study, the researcher has taken 3 public and private sector

banks.

Mishra and Jain (2007) studied various dimensions of customer

satisfaction in nationalized and private sector banks. The study

concludes that satisfaction of customers is an invaluable asset for

modern organizations, providing unmatched competitive edge,

which helps in building a long term relationship. The best

approach to customer retention is to deliver a high level of

customer satisfaction that result in strong customer loyalty. The

two-stage factor analysis is to arrive at the dimensions of

customer satisfaction. The study analyzed ten factors and five

dimensions of customer satisfaction for both nationalized and

private sector bank.

Bhaskar (2004) analyzed that when good service is extended to a

customer, a loyal customer will work as an ambassador to the

bank and facilitate growth of business. Customer service is the

base for business expansion because of the stiff competition

prevalent in the banking industry. The survival of banking

business is dependent on customer service. To conclude, the

banking industry is active in India, due to technological

revolution. Banks have to utilize this opportunity to become

strong organizations providing essential service.

The present paper is written with following objectives

To understand the concept of customer service in banks

To understand the kinds of customer grievance in banks and

their reason of their occurrence

To examine the role of ombudsman in settlement of

grievance in banks

The term customer service is closely associated with market and

market mechanism once the market enters in the era of buyer's

dominance and crosses the margin of sellers market customer

service become is major issue. No seller or marketer can survive

in the buyer's market unless and until he positions his services in

efficient manner. Efficient markets require efficient marketers

and service providers.

The quality of service depends on what a customer expects and

how effectively these ideas are made by the marketers.

From this point of view, customer service means doing

everything to meet customers' expectations.

The salient features of good customer services are as follows

Incase of banking industry the quality of service is determined by

following factors

Nature of banking operations type and structures

Type of customer and their expectations

Nature of services required, mechanism and mode of

providing the service.

Impact of technological economical and commercial factors

on quality services

Extent and dimension of competitions in banking sector

A customer registers his grievance only when his expectations

and desires are not rightly fulfilled. No customer is happy when

the promised service is not provided in the form or manner it

should be provided. Therefore providing quality service

becomes essential. When the service quality deteriorates, a

customer feels dissatisfied and he may reject the service provider

this often results in heavy commercial losses.

It is very easy to lose a customer bit very difficult to retain him

In case of banking services the following determinants decides of

quality of banking services

The system of providing the service

Scheme policies and their salient features

Appropriateness to meet the purpose

Expectation of the customer to meet the service

Kind of technology used

Infrastructural and info structural facilities provided by the

bank

Involvement of bank employees and their determination to

offer quality service

Location of branch and point of service

Level of customer education and awareness

User friendly approach adopted by the bankers

Timeliness in appreciation of request and settlement of

complaints.

Inspite of many efforts on the part of bankers and bank

management, however there are certain areas where a grievance

occurs, this grievances needs to be rightly addressed for this

purpose the banking ombudsman scheme was introduced by the

RBI on 14 June 1995 in terms of the powers conferred on the

banks by the section 35 a of Banking Regulation Act of 1949 to

provide for a system of redressal of grievances against banks.
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Introduction Statement of the problem

Working definition

Banking is one of the oldest professions having nearly 2500 years

of recorded history, everyone needs the banking services for

some or other reason finance is the key ingredient of economic

and commercial life of every individual and institution.

It is impossible to imagine modern economy commerce and

trade, without having a sound financial structure. From this point

of view banking has become the quintessions of modern

commercial life. Efficient and purposive banking service is need

of every modern society.

With advancement in the technology, economy and commerce

the scope of banking activity has also enhanced significantly.

Banking has become the key function in every modern society.

We cannot imagine modern business without having updated and

up to date system of banking. This is the basic reason that banking

institutions are growing everyday. Various types of banking

services are reformed to meet the divergent needs of the society.

The modern banks are regulated and governed by standards

codes and procedures and regulations. However, inspite of many

advancements and improvements in banking services, still

customer complaints have remained a major issue. Banks try

consistently to improve the customer services. However this is

one area which needs to be revisited again and again. Customer

service is a very broad term and covers a variety of activities and

issues that is why it is necessary to identify the factors related

with customer services and improvement of quality of customer

services.

In banking sector, Customer service is one area where a banker

faces a many challenges, the issue of providing appropriate and

fully satisfying customer service can never be addressed fully.

This is mainly because customer service is a continuously

growing arena of banking services and it cannot be addressed

because everyday new customers are coming out with new ideas

issues and problems. Even the type of customers keep on

changing therefore addressing customer complaints through a

suitable mechanism in banks becomes essential. In the present

paper the author has evaluated concept of customer satisfaction

and role of ombudsman in improving the quality of customer

service. Hence the title of the paper is “Ombudsman scheme in

India Aconceptual evaluation”

According to Turban et al. (2002), "Customer service is a series

of activities designed to enhance the level of customer

satisfaction that is, the feeling that a product or service has met

the customer expectation."

Agrievance is a complaint which may or may not be justified.

An ombudsman or public advocate is usually appointed by the

government or by parliament, but with a significant degree of
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independence, who is charged with representing the interests of

the public by investigating and addressing complaints of

maladministration or a violation of rights.

Chatterjee (2007) critically evaluated various schemes of

banking ombudsman schemes in operation from time to time.

Goyal and Thakur (2008) concludes that public sector banks that

have no monopoly licenses are to be given to new public sector

banks and foreign banks. However, when the public sector banks

realized that government was no longer there for them, they

started devising various strategies for survival and growth. In the

present study, the researcher has taken 3 public and private sector

banks.

Mishra and Jain (2007) studied various dimensions of customer

satisfaction in nationalized and private sector banks. The study

concludes that satisfaction of customers is an invaluable asset for

modern organizations, providing unmatched competitive edge,

which helps in building a long term relationship. The best

approach to customer retention is to deliver a high level of

customer satisfaction that result in strong customer loyalty. The

two-stage factor analysis is to arrive at the dimensions of

customer satisfaction. The study analyzed ten factors and five

dimensions of customer satisfaction for both nationalized and

private sector bank.

Bhaskar (2004) analyzed that when good service is extended to a

customer, a loyal customer will work as an ambassador to the

bank and facilitate growth of business. Customer service is the

base for business expansion because of the stiff competition

prevalent in the banking industry. The survival of banking

business is dependent on customer service. To conclude, the

banking industry is active in India, due to technological

revolution. Banks have to utilize this opportunity to become

strong organizations providing essential service.

The present paper is written with following objectives

To understand the concept of customer service in banks

To understand the kinds of customer grievance in banks and

their reason of their occurrence

To examine the role of ombudsman in settlement of

grievance in banks

The term customer service is closely associated with market and

market mechanism once the market enters in the era of buyer's

dominance and crosses the margin of sellers market customer

service become is major issue. No seller or marketer can survive

in the buyer's market unless and until he positions his services in

efficient manner. Efficient markets require efficient marketers

and service providers.

The quality of service depends on what a customer expects and

how effectively these ideas are made by the marketers.

From this point of view, customer service means doing

everything to meet customers' expectations.

The salient features of good customer services are as follows

Incase of banking industry the quality of service is determined by

following factors

Nature of banking operations type and structures

Type of customer and their expectations

Nature of services required, mechanism and mode of

providing the service.

Impact of technological economical and commercial factors

on quality services

Extent and dimension of competitions in banking sector

A customer registers his grievance only when his expectations

and desires are not rightly fulfilled. No customer is happy when

the promised service is not provided in the form or manner it

should be provided. Therefore providing quality service

becomes essential. When the service quality deteriorates, a

customer feels dissatisfied and he may reject the service provider

this often results in heavy commercial losses.

It is very easy to lose a customer bit very difficult to retain him

In case of banking services the following determinants decides of

quality of banking services

The system of providing the service

Scheme policies and their salient features

Appropriateness to meet the purpose

Expectation of the customer to meet the service

Kind of technology used

Infrastructural and info structural facilities provided by the

bank

Involvement of bank employees and their determination to

offer quality service

Location of branch and point of service

Level of customer education and awareness

User friendly approach adopted by the bankers

Timeliness in appreciation of request and settlement of

complaints.

Inspite of many efforts on the part of bankers and bank

management, however there are certain areas where a grievance

occurs, this grievances needs to be rightly addressed for this

purpose the banking ombudsman scheme was introduced by the

RBI on 14 June 1995 in terms of the powers conferred on the

banks by the section 35 a of Banking Regulation Act of 1949 to

provide for a system of redressal of grievances against banks.
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of recorded history, everyone needs the banking services for

some or other reason finance is the key ingredient of economic

and commercial life of every individual and institution.

It is impossible to imagine modern economy commerce and

trade, without having a sound financial structure. From this point

of view banking has become the quintessions of modern

commercial life. Efficient and purposive banking service is need

of every modern society.

With advancement in the technology, economy and commerce

the scope of banking activity has also enhanced significantly.

Banking has become the key function in every modern society.

We cannot imagine modern business without having updated and

up to date system of banking. This is the basic reason that banking

institutions are growing everyday. Various types of banking

services are reformed to meet the divergent needs of the society.

The modern banks are regulated and governed by standards

codes and procedures and regulations. However, inspite of many

advancements and improvements in banking services, still

customer complaints have remained a major issue. Banks try

consistently to improve the customer services. However this is

one area which needs to be revisited again and again. Customer

service is a very broad term and covers a variety of activities and

issues that is why it is necessary to identify the factors related

with customer services and improvement of quality of customer

services.

In banking sector, Customer service is one area where a banker

faces a many challenges, the issue of providing appropriate and

fully satisfying customer service can never be addressed fully.

This is mainly because customer service is a continuously

growing arena of banking services and it cannot be addressed

because everyday new customers are coming out with new ideas

issues and problems. Even the type of customers keep on

changing therefore addressing customer complaints through a

suitable mechanism in banks becomes essential. In the present

paper the author has evaluated concept of customer satisfaction

and role of ombudsman in improving the quality of customer

service. Hence the title of the paper is “Ombudsman scheme in

India Aconceptual evaluation”

According to Turban et al. (2002), "Customer service is a series

of activities designed to enhance the level of customer

satisfaction that is, the feeling that a product or service has met

the customer expectation."

Agrievance is a complaint which may or may not be justified.

An ombudsman or public advocate is usually appointed by the

government or by parliament, but with a significant degree of
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The purpose of introduction of ombudsman scheme can be

explained as follows

To envisage expeditious and satisfactory disposal of

complaints in a time bound manner.

To promote settlement of complaints by agreement between

the complainant and the bank through conciliation or

mediation

To develop a set of instructions and guidelines for efficient

settlement of grievances and complaints to design healthy

practices, fair and transparent process to avoid occurrences

of grievance.

To develop a model code of conduct to improve quality of

service.

The present paper explains how the concept of customer quality

is nurtures in banking industry. It is seen that there are different

dimensions and determinants of customer quality unless and

until a bank adopts a pragmatic approach towards customer

quality the possible of occurrence of customer grievances cannot

b defined. Ombudsman is a regulatory mechanism to offer a

common platform to both customers and bankers to settle their

grievances. Ombudsman is a mechanism to minimize the time

and cost involved in settlement of grievances through fair and

transparent system of grievance redressal.
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